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SECTION 1. (U) SUMMARY

1.1 (U) OBJECTIVES

(U) The objectives of the CHURCH OPAL exercise pertaining to the ambient noise
horizontal directionality measurements were:

' Measure the horizontal directionality of ambient noise in the Northeast Pacific with
a long-aperture array and report the results for a wide range of frequencies,

- Compare the measured directionality patterns with those obtained two years previ-
ously during CHURCH ANCHOR to determine whether they are repeatable and
hence predictable.

Obtain a data base to support regional assessment and regional assessment objectives,

1.2 (U) CONCLUSIONS

(C) In the frequency regime between 10 Hz and approximately 200 Hz, the ambient
noise field at Sofar channel depths in the Northeast Pacific Ocean has persistent directional
properties. The noise levels are 5 dB to I5 dB higher in the north and northwesterly direc-
tions toward the Aleutian Islands arc and In the east or northeasterly directions toward the
west coast of the United States than along southerly azimuths, Shipping along the basin
boundary is believed responsible for the observed directional characteristics, Shipping noises
are introduced into the Sofar channel through downslope propagation (and possibly other
means). Once in the Sofar channel, the noise travels throughout the Northeast Pacific by
way of the favorable (low-loss, continuously refracted) propagation paths. Consequently,
any model used to calculate low-frequency noise at Solar channel depths within the North-
east Pacific Ocean must include the noise which arrives from distant sources in order to
agrue with measured data for noise depth dependence and vertical and horizontal
directionality,

(U) CHURCH OPAL and CHURCH ANCHOR measurements, separated by 2 years,
suggest that the gross characteristics of the spatially and temporally smoothed horizontal
directionality patterns are repeatable year after year, provided that 4fipping along the basin
boundaries does not change radically. The noise In the Northeast I'dcific is, therefore, pre-
dictable and modelable with reasonably high confidence.

(C) Most of the noise at 19 Hz is attributed to biological sources, the main contribu-
tion believed due to the fin whale. The horizontal directionality of this noise is similar to
that for shipping, (i.e., high levels toward the Aleutian Islands arc, where the fin whale popu-
lation density is expected to be large), Relatively high noise levels toward the west coast of
the United States below the Mendocino Escarpment were also observed. However, since the
contribution from these azimuths to the total noise is minor, the relative amounts that are
due to whales and shipping Is uncertain.

(C) Narrow-beam systems (i.e., those with beamwidths of 1*-2a) can achieve mini-
mum beam noise levels on one or more beams which are surrounded by high noise level
beams. In the present measurements, the level of the null below the omnidirectional noise
level closely corresponds to the array's side-lobe suppression level. This suggests that arrays
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with narrower beams and greater side-lobe suppression levels (in excess of 24 dB) may mnas-
ure deeper nulls and, hence, have increased detection capabilities.

1.3 (U) RECOMMENDATIONS

(C) The increased understanding of directional noise properties obtained in recent
years is just beginning to Impact fleet operational systems. Since LRAPP measurements arc
responsible for much of the knowledge obtained, it is strongly recommended that the meas-
urement program be continued. End results from the program should be focused on assess-
ments of environmental conditions in various geographic areas in order to provide guidance
in the tactical use of fleet systems.

"(U) The directionality of the ambient noise field in the Sofar channel of the North-
east Pacific Ocean has been measured at approximately two different depths'(180 and 500 m)
during September 1973 and September 1975. Measurements should be made at other
depths and other times of the year in order to obtain a more complete understanding of the
temporal variability and depth dependence of the directional noise properties,

(U) Horizontal directionality measurements should also be made below the critical
depth, where the noise along a given azimuth is strongly influenced by the ocean's bathym-
etry, This type of data would greatly enhance the Navy's noise modeling capability,

(U) Measurements of the horizontal directionality characteristics at widely distributed
locations in the Northeast Pacific Ocean are desirable. Such measurements would help con-
firm the hypothesis that basin boundary shipping is responsible for the miiority of the noise
antiuipated at other geographic locations,

(U) Simultaneous measurements acquired by two horizontal line arrays at nearly the
same location are also desired, Such data could be used to estimate noise field directionality
without the delays arising from the single array heading changes, High-resolution, instantane-
ous directionality estimations could be obtained from these data,

(C) Certain results indicate that noise levels toward southerly azimuths were below
the measurement capability of the LAMBDA configuration deployed during CHURCH OPAL.
It would be most Interesting to perform similar measurements using a system which achieves A
side-lobe suppression levels in excess of 40 dB, This, perhaps, could be accomplished with
the LAMBDA array if the exact positions of the elements are known during the measure-
ment and a modified binomial spatial shading scheme is employed,

I
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SECTION 2. (U) INTRODUCTION

* -2.1 (U) BACKGROUND

(C) Acoustic and environmental properties of the Northeast Pacific Ocean have been
studied in considerable detail during the last decade, Of the scientific investigations con-
ducted during this time frame, the CHURCH ANCHOR Exercise (September 1973) is by far
the most comprehensive and detailed. The extensive data base acquired during CHURCH

[- ANCHOR encouraged the scientific community to examine acoustic/environmental proper-
ties of the water mass in a level of detail that was heretofore not possible, Consequently, the
detailed analyses of the CHURCH ANCHOR data base gave rise to a number of hypotheses
and questions concerning the acoustic characteristics that, In turn, led to the definition of a• now set of acoustic data collection/measurement requirements.

(C) Horizontal directionality characteristics of the ambient noise field were examinedI! ~ in considerable detail during CHURCH ANCHOR, since these properties have a strong Influ-
ence on towed array system design parameters. Results indicated that ambient noise levels

were from 5 to 15 dB greater in directions toward the Aleutian Islands arc and the west coast
of the United States than in other directions. The anisotropic character of the noise field
was attributed, primarily, to the uneven distribution of surface shipping traffic within the
bosin. Extending this line of reasoning, it was hypothesized that many of the ambient noise
field properties woould be repeatable fiom year to year if the surface shipping pattern did not

I ' change drastically from one September to the next, If this hypothesis is correct, then much
"of the ambient noise field (at least in the frequency regime from I0 Hz to 200 Hz) could be
modeled with relatively high confidence levels.

(C) The CHURCH OPAL Exercise was Intended to satisfy many of the data require-
ments arising from the analysis of CHURCH ANCHOR measurements, including those per-
taining to the directional nature of thle ambient noise field. Consequently, planning for
CHURCH OPAL centered on supplementing the CHURCH ANCHOR data base, not repeat-
ing the earlier exercise in its entirety, Although the scope and extent of the CHURCH OPAL
Exercise were smaller than those of CHURCH ANCHOR, it was nonetheless a major under-

taking, Resources committed to the CHURCH OPAL Exercise Included the following:

* The Large Aperture Marine Busic Data Array (LAMBDA) deployed from M/V
SEISMIC EXPLORER at sites X , XA and XB (see Fig. I).

Acoustic data capsules (ACODAC's), the Delta horizontal drift array and the
HX-23 IF acousti: projector deployed from R/V MOANA WAVE.

* A VIBROSEIS acoustic projector deployed from AMERICAN DELTA I1,
' P-3A aircraft from U. S. Navy Squadron VXN-8.
* WARF and SEA ECHO over-the-horizon (OTH) radars,

Since the intent was to acquire acoustic measurements that were directly comparable to
corresponding CHURCH ANCHOR data, at-sea operations were limited to the same seasonal
time frame and geographic locations as the previous exercise, Thus, at-sea operations were
conducted during September 1975 at several sites in the Northeast Pacific Ocean that were
occupied during the CHURCH ANCHOR Exercise, The detailed plan for the exercise is con-
tained in Ref. I, References 2 and 3 summarize overall results of the exercise and contain a
bibliography of related documentation.

7
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2.2 (U) SCOPE OF REPORT

(C) This document presents ambient noise field characteristics that were determined
from acoustic measurements acquired with LAMBDA. The primary emphasis in this report
is placed on the horizontal directionality of the ambient noise field. However, other charac-
teristics such as omnidirectional levels, beam noise levels, and related statistics are also
addressed. Complete analytical results from the LAMBDA measurements are presented
whenever possible (e.g., horizontal directionality characteristics and omnidirectional levels),
Where presentation of the complete results would be impractical (e,g,, beam noise levels,
array gain estimates, etc.), representative selections have been Included to illustrate the key
features or the primary characteristics, More detailed Information concerning the LAMBDA
ambient noise measurements acquired during CHURCH OPAL and the analyses thereof are
available from the Naval Ocean Systems Center (Code 714).

(U) Ambient noise characteristics that were determined from acoustic measurements
acquired with other devices (e.g., ACODAC, DELTA, etc,) arc beyond the scope of this

- report, Similarly, the results of other investigations with LAMBDA during the CHURCH
OPAL Exercise are not addressed herein, All such information has been or will be published
separately (see Ref, 3).

S ! 2.3 (U) ORGANIZATION OF REPORT

L (1,) This report consists of five numbered sections and three appendixes. The first
section summarizes the main findings and conclusions drawn from the data acquisition and
analysis activities. The conduct of LAMBDA operations during CHURCH OPAL and a brief
description of the data processing/analysis techniques are presented in Section 3. Analytical
results are presented in Section 4 together with a discussion of the observed ambient noise
characteristics, Project documentation and technical references are listed in Section 5,

I• (U) Appendix A contains a technical description of the LAMBDA array and associ.
ated shipboard electronics, Representative environmental information for the Northeast
Pacific Ocean is included as Appendix B, while Appendix C presents certain analytical results

,I in more detail,

9/10
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SECTION 3, (U) LAMBDA AMBIENT NOISE MEASUREMENTS

3.1 (U) EXERCISE OBJECTIVES AND EXPERIMENT DESIGN

(C) Ambient noise measurements were acquired with the Large Aperture Marine
Basic Data Array (LAMBDA) in support of three specific objectives delineated in the
CHURCH OPAL Exercise plan (Ref. 1):

Inter-array 4oherent processing;

Horizontal directionality of ambient noise; and

Towed array performance.

Ih general, the CHURCH OPAL Exercise was structured to investigate each objective lndiivid ually and, for-the most part, the duration of the experimental petiod was partitioned

among the various technical objectives, Each principal investigator was allowed to specify
the disposition and geometry of the available assets during his allocated measurement time
periods. As a result, the LAMBDA measurements are usually applicable to only one of the
exercise's technical objectives even though there may be considerable overlap between sev-
eral of the technical objectives.

(C) The LAMBDA configuration deployed during the CHURCH OPAL Exercise con-
!;tained three different 64-clement arrays within the towed streamer, LAMBDA was particu-

larly well suited for ambient noise directionality Investigations since its multi-array design
provided a high degree of azimuthal resolution (I,e., narrow bearnwidths) over a relatively
Sbroad frequency range, LAMBDA's multi-array configuration also allowed the directional
character of the noise field to be determined with varying amounts of spatial smoothing (i.e.,
different beamwidths) at several discrete frequencies. A more complete description of the
LAMBDA system Is included as Appendix A and should be consulted for additional informa-
tion nrnd/or operational characteristics.

(C) Acoustic measurements for noise directionality investigations were acquired dur,
Ing CHURCH OPAL in much the same mntner as in previous exercises. M/V SEISMIC

t EXPLORER's tracks during the data acquisition intervals followed the usual polygon pattern
that evolved from CHURCH ANCHOR and similar exercises (see Refs, I and 2 for detailed
run geometries), Two and one-halt hours were required to vomplete each leg of the polygon,
Approximately 1.75 hours were allowed to change course and stabilize the LAMBDA arrays
on the new heading, The remaining 45 min constituted the data acquisition window which,
in turn, was further subdivided Into three 15-mrin data-sampling Intervals. Measurements
were taken during the three 15-min periods with the LAMBDA HF, MF, and LF arrays (in
that order) to allow the longer arrays more time for stabilization after a turn. M/V SEISMIC
EXPLORER's speed during a typical polygon leg was on the order of 2 knots; however, turns
were executed occasionally at somewhat higher speeds.

(C) Array depths during the measurements were planned for approximately 550 and
150 m. The larger of these, near the deep sound channel axis, was chosen to facilitate the
comparison of CHURCH OPAL results with like data from the CHURCH ANCHOR Exercise
(September 1973). Measurements at the shallower depth were accomplished to satisfy both
the inter-array coherent processing :tad the ambient noise field characterization objectives,

SECRET
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(C') Noise polygon maneuvers providWd independent measurements of time-averaged

beam noise levels on several headings. Since the LAMBDA beamiormer supplied for this
7" exercise had full azimuthal coverage, three~sets of measurements on headings approximately

120 deg apart were necessary to resolve the ambiguities due to the horizontal line array's
symmetrical beam patterns. However, five sets of measurements (or more) are preferred in
order to increase the confidence levels applicable to the results.

3.2 (U) OPERATIONS SUMMARY

(U) The LAMBDA system was made available for noise directionality measurements
periodically throughout the exercise, The six time periods allocated for this purpose are

listed in Table I together with the approximate coordinates of the actual measurement sites,

(U) At CHURCH OPAL Sites X I and NA the allocated time periods were only long
enough to obtain data on two different headings. Since an acoustic projector was not avail-
able to provide a heading reference during either set of measurements, they were of limited
value and were used mainly to test the ambiguity-resolution algorithm. Data acquired with[ the HF array at the first site (X 1) were characterized by high-level noise measurements on the
aft endfire beam, and it appeared that some noisy source was following the array, It was
soon discovered that the inputs to the Three Array Processor were connected backwards
(inverted), The Improper connections caused an inversion in the beam steering angles and
the high-level noise source that appeared to be following the array was, in fact, the tow ship
preceding the array, This problem was eliminated by changing the sign convention for the
beam steering angles (i.e,, negative angles forward of broadside and positive angles aft).

(C) The four time periods allocated for noise directionality measurements at

cient to obtain data on 4, 6. I I, and 5 different array headings, respectively. Acoustic data
acquired at CHURCH OPAL Site ,B with the LAMBDA system constitute the entire set of
measurements used in the ambient noise directionality analysis reported in Section 4,

Table 1. (C) LAMBDA deployment parameters for CHURCH OPAL
A. ambient noise directionality investigations. (U)

Date/Time Array
September 1975/ZULU) Location Depth

Start Finisli Site Latitude Longitude (meters)

081919 082231 260 1'N 137° 47'W 152

110702 111107 A 290 50'N 143 0 58'W 610

131 20b 132210 Xa 31 54'N 1430 46'W 182g ,

141851 150900 XB 310 45'N 1420 54'W 518

1 '•232038 242215 32 OON 143 0 04'W 488

250015 251030 XB 32" 03'N 1430 31'W 182

S12 .
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W) Alloct hlfl-way throughi t he measurements at Site Nil leaks developed in twoI
modules used in both the MF and LF arrays, The two defective array modules ("B" sections)
w ere removed but COUld not be replaced since spares were not available aboard the ship.
After removal of the two defective array modules, the LAMBDA MF and LF arrays con-
tained 58 and 62 hydrophone groups, respectively. To account for these changes, appropri-K ate spatial shading coefficients were set to zero in the Three-Array Processor, The HF urray
remained unchanged thiroughou1.t the exercise with 63. operable hydrophone groups; [IF
hydrophonle group1 number 42 was inoperativv from thle beginning of tht: exercise.

.(U) A number of minor problems occurred during the acquisition of the noise direc-
tionality diata Most of' these wcre either due to operator errors or equipment malfunctions,.
Thiey had no effect onl the results sinve the contaminated data. were discarded uipon d iscovery
and the datat retaken,

(U) Onfly a hlmited amount of data processing and analysis could be accomplished
aboard M/V SEISMIC EXPLORE'R during the conduct or the exercise as opposed to the
extensive data ainalysis effort that had been planned. iDta procvssling sotftware for the noise
directionality analyses had beeni developed to uitilize the output of a Double Fast Foutrier
Transform (DFt'T) licitnifori ner, which was anticipated to bie operaio lnal for CHI-URCH
OPAL, However, this unit was not operational until approximately 6 months after the
execis, s andeafresult, he I Lre AraProcesor tn wTP eaeteprmr ntfrsecrel
exercsises an lnresult, the tilre LAMDarray Processsr (TA) eam the primary ouniuts woreta

not omptibe wth mst f' iledataanaysi sotwar (epecall thestaistcaltests
intnde fr qaliy xnnro lirpoes, te mklrit o th daa ereproesed ndanalyzed

ashiore during the post-c xereise period.

3.3 (U) DATA ACQUISITION

3.3.1 (U) Analysis Frequencies and Bandwidths

(S) Analysis trequencies and bandwidths9 selected for the LAMBIDA horizontal direc-
liondlity mleasurements are presented In Table 2. As shiown therein, tlie highest analysis

froquency tor eachi LAMBDA array corresponds to the approximate design (half'-waivelength)
frequieicy for (hiat array (ice., I )Q 51 and 320 Hz for thle LF, MF, and H-F arrays, respec;-

iye ly), The a nalysis 1'recluencles shown, in, Table 2 arc ordere1-d inlclun of11111 01approxim1ately
equal11 heamwidt us, Fur example, the LE. MF and I-IF arrays havc nearly identical beam pat-
terns a t 6. 5, 19) 11id 100 1 IZ, r-espectively. Frel unellies of' 11 , I (), and 50 H1z aire common t oi
mlore than one array and ullow thle effecýts of ditffervnt bcamnwidths to be investigated, Since
the LAMBIDA wet end did not Include hieading, sensors during this exercise, anl acoustic pro-
jector was located onl a known aZittitith aind used as a beacon for accurate estimates of the

- ., array's heading. The pirojector's beacon freq aenICie are also noted In Table 2. Unfortu-
nately, thle p~rojector operated below eXpeCtations a~id Was detectable0 Only about hlalf the4 il me d uringf file noise me1asuremenvts. Whien the proj ector was not detectable, thle array hecad-
itoi wais, by detaualt, assunmed equall to shipl'S heading, It shoul,1d also bt! noted thalt filie a nalIY-
Sis band1LwidIt~h givC1n inl Ta ('Ic 2 correspond to thle .SpectL1 al ana11ysis binl widths used in the

'I discre te Four ier Ira nst'orm t I)FT algorith im. Since the i)FT inputs (in the time dornuirt Y)were 1anip11it dide Weighted by at IHann window, the actual spectral analysis bandwidths (-3LI
poinits) are RNX Ili. and 1.6 Ili. instead of' thle 0.5 and I .0 liIz values shown.
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Table 2. (S) Spectral auilysis fruquencies and bandwidths for C'HURCH- OPAL.
ambient noise directionality investigutions. (,U)

Aia lysis

LAMBDA Arruy Aniiuysis Frequeiuldl I (HZ) BadwdHz

Low FreqUeCIIy 6.5 1 .5 11 19( 1i0 H

Mi rqot 1 1 36 s s0 72) 0.5

Hfigh Frt.quency 50 100 1 56Q-) 1Y2 320 0.5

Brouditide Boamiwldth i
Multipiier'(3) (1.4 5.2 X.0 2.0 1.7 1.6 1 1 1.0

Array Dusigni Frequetiiy (1

(I) Br lud si e h a i w d l 11t 1 11 0 . A nl ysis F1rL oquci (Iua

3.3. 2 (U) imin

(U) The LAMBDA shipboard electronic e~quipmenl~t was calibrated to yield absolute
SOUnd1. preSSUre spectrum levels (SPSLsj relative to I wPa, The TAP gain was mieasured as thle
first step in thle calibration sequence. This was accomplished by Injecting a coristunt-
am11plitude signal Into aill TAP Iptchannels and recording thle ou.tput level while varyini,
thle froquency. Thto mv~isurod gain or the TAP was then combhined with hydrophone sensi-
tivitivs, array gains. and buiudwidtl correctioni factors to establish thet overatll gainl Of thet
mneaSurem'ent upparatus andteby permiit the computation of SPSLi ait tile hyd rophone
hinptt terminals. The TAP gain measurement was pertormed at the beginning of the exercise
and was not repeated.

(U) The second patof the TAP calibration process was performned before data Col-
lection activities comnmenced ait each site', This step calibrated the TAP's beamfrormer by
equali,.iing thle gainl andl phuse in every one of 64 input channels for each of thet three
LAMBDA arrays. For this calibration, at sine wave was injected into the signal conditioning
units (SCUs) ait Selected anallysis frequenlcies. The TAP's Internal calibration routine then
obtained thle amiplitutde and phase dirfl'roncvs relative to a referenlcv channel and calculitted
correction factors (complex numbers) to ;equalize the amplitude and phase In each channel,

(U) Only three calibration tablles were provided in thle TAP for each LAMBDA array
and, thbus, at separate calibration table wasi not ava liablo f'Or every One of' thle five analysis
frequaencies, However, thle TAPI wus calibrated for acuh array ait the five frequencies shown
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in table 2; results of the calibration routine were then compared to determine the best
"compromise for the beamformer calibration tables. For example, the header information
in Fig. 2 indicates that MF array calibration table 3 was used to equalize measurements at
57, 50 and 36 Hz, Similarly, MF array calibration tables 2 and I were used toequalize
measurements at 19 and I 1 Hz, respectively.

3.3.3 (U) Data Collection

(C) LAMBDA ambient noise measurements were collected automatically by the
TAP. The system operator on wYatch had to initialize oach I 5-min run and exercise super-
visory control but was not required to log much information manually, The basic sequence
of operator actions Which occurred during any 15-min data-sampling period is outlined
below,

a. Select the LAMBDA array (HF, MF or LF) to be used and configure the analog
signal conditioning equipment accordingly,

ICAlE tA I OrN #46.at

• tal,~~~. It.ll[.

4trral o1iwki•, tvopr,

A~DtIAltkG T1MI' +*S0

bAl(#|IeI[ *4 $CATt. 75I 04:0i0:4
ICALI fA¢lOR' *4O,5O

I .

14 5
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b. Jpitialize the T AP for the, run by selocting:

',Hann window for amplitude-weiihting of the DET input data In the time

-Applicable table of spatial shading coefficients; Note: Hann shading function

always used. I
-DFT bin width (0.5 Hz or 1.0 Hz from Table 2);
-The set of analysis frequencies (from Table 2);
-One calibratibn table for each analysis frequency,
-Number of DFTs to be taken at each frequency CNS);

' Number of. Iterations through the set of analysis frequencies (NG); and
-Start time and dato for the particular run.

c. Obtain hard copy plots and tabular listings of the acquired data in the formats
shown In Figs, 2 and 3.

PLOT DATA TOOLI 34 l9IP. 71 04116140

~ 3SIIAIINA 1431. NO.Q A COL. TAInLts 1 3 3 1
SIR, NOL9 .................iAMjiTiUbtfil Ii.........

-16.10-19664-13.41-1,$.22 -64,9 14 '
2.611 -19. 11-.6-1.0 -11312 -IsiS

814.41 -MOPS -0176 -IP,12 -32.13 *14.36

-46.6 -11~5.11.1 -17.14 -13.03 -13686
1.145 "0.154 -16.61 -17M5 -013.4 -11.14
-35.51 -16.60 "14.23 -11,64 -14.44 -16.16
-41.84 -L4,25 -12.61 -15.33 -UM.0 -16.13
-40.00 -16.40 -13.11 -fS.1l -11.307 -M14,

-36.14 -10.03 -14.70 -15026 -16.64 -16.1,6

-3314 -1.1 -1946~ -15M -13.13 -11.34

-29.6.7 -&9,41 -14.62 -17.63 -16.01 -11.23

17,40-11,14 -16.6 -14.35 -1464 -102.4
-. 6 L3 15 l.11 -16.63 -160.1 -86.,4

-13.0 -I0,$) -15,34 -10.33 o16.23 -32.51

lt,413.(S Thre ,8r 1 proce34o li 604n fur it obamnl,3 me1u2.I4.(U

01147-213'-181-1SECIl44-E.3-17.11 -1,141 -1. 6.t331-.3
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PLOT DATA TAMl6 34 1T0, pe 0441141

MM0 Of UPSATBO'* I ICALC FACT6 *44.lt rTypm a
alST I IM |e4NG TAILE HO,11a I CA. TAIL-. a 3 3 8 1
I40PL9 ~lst* oil AUEIA4INO Tin'ts *.to DAMbutTNs +.If
AM. ANGL.. ..................... AMPLITU3E (DI) .........

-)i.us -1..4 -. il16 -4.87 -13,4Y
.i -li.fi -13.15 -=7O.0 -8i-6 -aa.4
tis -11,3 -11 . -$,AiA -4,i -"U.l6

÷llS -11-14 -12-1i -ISM3 -6.14 -19,41

3.77 -11.14 -1301 -11.*3 -0.14 -&1.41#Ml72 -14i' 64 -94 -list$ -6,84 -i1,44

21- 44 -.13 -13.14 -l Is -t304
I, -tti -10.1 .4II -I1.I = -4I .li-1

26.840 -14.85 -it-$$ -14.4 -16.57 -*4.k

011441 -•11 -15l85 -1.151 -1,11 -*4,I1

-1-1-1.14L -1.741 -1#616 -*4.61

'41.5; -11.06 -17.06 -11.04 -11.66 -*4.30
946.24|1,1 -16.44 -1 -11.63 -14.61 -*2.64

-,*il. -14.15 -14I. -16.30 -1,l2 -*1,04
#39I,1 -14o.1 -0.57 -14.ol -11.55 -*13.1

43,14 -i14.1 -16,3 -15,0 -1,11P -14,1
.641.l -0.06 -1.3.0 -1'.l7 -0I.01 -&4.61

i 9 401.6 -MAoG -0,611 -1l#l4 -i!,It -84.31

0 III -14.45 -14.41 -1I.13 -II.53 -12.07

t I ,;-it-71~ -I II0 -14,68 -1242I -ii.I

MO1 92 -7l.l6 - .96 -6i,6 -1.1 t-af,9

Figure 3. (S) Continued. (U)

As discussed In Appendix A, the TAPs basic beamforming computation sequence consisted
of a DFT for a single combination of spectral analysis frequency and bandwidth parameters,
followed by beamforming and beam power averaging operations, This basic computation
cycle was oxecuted NS times for the first analysis frequency, and then repeated NS times for
each successive analysis frequency, Thus, the beamforming and beam power averaging opera-
tions for any one analysis frequency were completed prior to data collection at the next
analysis frequency. At the conclusion of one iteration through the entire set of analysis fre-
quencies, the entire sequence was repeated for a total of NG iterations. The number of
points used in the DFT was not fixed at any particular value. Rather, It was a variable that
was determined by the DFT bin width and the upper frequency of the LAMBDA array being
analyzed.

(C) As a result of the TAP mechanization, the beam power levels plotted on one
line in the display format shown in Fig. 2 do not represent average beam power levels over
the full I 5-min data sampling interval. Instead, they should be considered as the average
beam power levels over much shorter intervals (typically on the order of 3-min averages),
The longest term average beam power levels available in the TAP mechanization are contained

17
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in the so-called master accumulator tables. Beam power levels contained in the master accu-
mulator tables (organized by frequency and steering angle) were averaged over the number
of iterations (NG) thtough the set of analysis frequencies, and it is these values that were used

ak i in subsequent data processing activities.

3.3.4 (U) Anomalies in Hish-Frequency Array Measurements

(S) Beam noise measurements acquired with the HF array exhibited some unusual
features that were not immediately explainable from the array's acoustic characteristics or
from a consideration of acoustic and/or bulge wave propagation, A typical set of Z20-Hz
beam noise measurements is shown In Fig, 4. These measurements were obtained during
four legs of the third polygon at Site %B. The most prominent anomaly is the unusually

[f ;large beam noise level at approximately 20 deg from the forward and aft endfire directions,
These large levels could be caused by a standing wave in the steel strength memb ra of the
array- however, calculations indicated this to be unlikely. Unusually large peak are also
present at several other angles (ie., approximately 32, 42, 72 and 150 deg from forward
endfire) but are not readily explainable by any other phenomena,

(C) The cause of the observed anomalies was not discovered until some time after
the exercise. As described in Appendix A (see Table A-1) the HF array construction is
unique. The HF array is constructed from four "C" sections, each of which contains 16
hydrophone groups, However, the length of each "C" section is 17 times tile hydrophone
group center-to-center spacing, Thus, when two "C" sections are joined, the resulting array
is physically the same length as 33 uniformly spaced elements but only contains 32 active
elements (i.e,, the hydrophone group that should be located at the connection point between
the two "C" sections has been omitted), When the four "C" sections are assembled to form
the HF array, the resulting array is physically the same length us 67 uniformly spaced ele-
ments but only has 64 elements (iLeo, hydrophone groups are missing at element numbers 17,
34, and 51), Unfortunately, the details of the HF array's construction were not known by
either the designers of the TAP beamformer or the researchers aboard M/V SEISMIC
EXPLORER during the CHURCH OPAL Exercise, As a result, the TAP beamformer
processed the 64 HF hydrophone group outputs as if the array were a set of 64 uniformly
spaced elements.

(S) The 320-Hz beam patterns presented in Fig. 5 illustrate the effects of the fill-
proper beamforming procedures. The beam patterns on the left-hand side of Fig. 5 were
prepared for a uniformly spaced array of 64 elements consisting of 61 hydrophone groups
and three "dead" hydrophone groups at the module connection points, Spatial shading was
accomplished with a Hann weighting function and, thus, the side lobes were uniformly sup-
pressed by about 24 dB regardless of the steering angle, The beam patterns on the right-
hand side of Fig. S depict the beamforming process actually used during the CHURCH
OPAL Exercise and exhibit three adverse effects. The first adverse effect is the nonuniform
suppression of the side lobes (i.e., many of the side lobes shown in Fig. 5 have only been
suppressed by 10 to 15 dB while others are 30 to 40 dB down from the main lobe response),
The second adverse effect is the suppression of the main lobe response. At t90 deg, the
main lobe response was 3.3 dB '-iwer than it should have been,

(U) The third effect is believed to be the one responsible for the unusually large
beam noise levels evident in Fig, 4, As a result of the incorrect beamforming, the beam

18
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Fitgure 4. (C) Typical 32O-Hz artifacts near andfifre directions from LAMBDA HPI array measurements
during severui noise polygon les., (C)
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steering angle can be in error by as much as 20 deg. The beam steering error was independent
kk_ of frequency and increases as the steering angle departs from broadside, For spatial shading

with a Hann weighting function, the relationship between the intended steering angle (us)
and the steering angle actually achieved (0a) is:

Sa" ain-I1 (0.94 sin 8,).

Thus, the endfire beam is steered approximately 20 deg away from the endfire direction,
while the beams near broadside are steered properly. A more complete discussion of these
effects is given in Ref. 7,

(U) It should be noted that the results presented In the body of this report do not
- ,, include any significant errors introduced by incorrect beamforming of the HF array, For

the most part, measurements taken with the HF array beams near endfire were excluded
from the data set prior to the analysis, -.

3,4 (U) DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS

(C) The TAP calculated only the average (mean) value of each time-series of beam
noise measurements, Consequently, relatively little processing of the data was feasible, For
instance, none of the statistical data quality tests that were planned (e~g,, see Ref. 4, Appen-• dix G) could he performed since the entire time-series of noise measurements wus not avuil-able for any of the beams. Therefore, the data processing and analysis tasks aboard ship

were limited to estimating the noise field's directional properties, To accomplish this, the
64 average (mean) beam power levels for each polygon leg and analysis frequency were
entered by hand into the computer together with the corresponding array headings and
bbeam steering angles, The ambiguity resolution algorithm used these data to estimate the
noise field's directional properties t'or the time period spanned by the input data. All the
directionality patterns reported in this document were developed using the ambiguity.
resolution technique documented in Ref, 6.

(U) Two additional forms of analysis were conducted during the post-exercise data
analysis period, The first of these dealt with the directional noise characteristics estimated
from measurements obtained with the unambiguous endfire beams, Results are discussed
in Section 4,23, The second form of data analysis performed ashore after the exercise was
the generation of azimuthal anisotropy and noise gain improvement (NGI) cumulative dis.
tribution funtions, Results from this analytical approach are presented in Section 4.6 and
Appendix C,

22
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SECTION 4. (U) RESULTS AND) DISCUSSION

4.1 (U) INTRODUCTION

(C) Characteristics of the ambient moise field In the Northeast Pacific Ocean basin
are summarized. in this section, The analytical results presented herein were obtained from
data acquired with LAMBDA and, hence, address only those properties of the noise field that
cant be Inferred with this particular measuromignt devige (ie,, omnidirectional levels. horizon.
tal'directlonitlity, beami noise levels, and thle temporal variation In these quiantities).

the accuracy and fidelity of the measuremenit device, the use ot' a long towed array such as
* LAMMbA' imposes many othe'r Important cionsidirationo besides thd callbratln of the hydro.

phiones themselves. The steady-stute orientation of' tile array (e.g., its vertic'al tht angle); the
dynamics of thle array as It moves through the water; self-nioise contributions from flow
noise, iniouhnical vibrations, andi tow ship source%,, us well as the accuracy, stability and
noke, contributions of thle associated signal conditioning and processing equipment will influ-
once tiledataudtually obtained of'ten In ways that are not at all obvious or expected.

Thu, tle nalstoorNuc amien nosemeasurements almost always Include considerable,
cras hekin ad orl'iatonof'esili a wllamquality cnrltsgo'the emrvit

4.2 (U) HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONALITY

4.2.1 (U) Summary of CHURCH OPAL Results

7: . W) I-lorizonltal directionaulity chlaracteristics ot'the ambient noise Iieold were vaice-
lated from the. data hLI5C avquired al Site Xj3 (wee Fig, I ), Beam noise data were collected ati
this site oil 17 different headings with an array depth of' 500 in and onl 9 different headingsi
with an array depth at' approximaiktely 1 80 ni (see Table I ), Thum, tho diructionality umpiiss
mnerits represent the time-aiveraged noise fi'eld observed ait the test site over the I 2-day dlata
acquisition iperiod (13-25 Septemlber 19c71),

(S) Horizontal directionality characteristics of t he ambient noise field ait depths atf
500 and 180 ill Lire presented In Vigs. (i and 7, respectl'ely, tor most otf the standard 11naflysis
tfrequencies and processing biandwidthS listed in Table 2. Beam noise data for these analyses

* were obtained LIN follows:
* 9.5-. 11-, and 2I-Hiz results are f'romi LF array measurements:

I 1 (- and 36-Hz results tire from MF array measmurenients; and
650-, 100-, 1 5(-. 102., and 320-1-z results are from lIPI array measUNUMM ts,

LF array measurements were used at I 1 Hv, rather than MF array mneasuremlents so that thle
directionality results at adjacent frequencies would lie more readily comparable, At thle
othet two frequencies (19 and 50 Hz) which yielded redundant data samples, measurementq
were selectud from thle LAMBDA array having thle widest beamwidth. The rationale lor this
choice is discuISsed in Section 4.2.4.
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Figure 6. (C) Horizontal directionanity of I le ambient noise field at CHURCH OPAL Site XB
for a depth of 500 m.i (U) 1
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Figure 6. (C) Continued. (U)
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1iur . (C) Horizontal directionality of the ambient noise field at CHURCH OPAL Site XB

for a depth of 180 ni. (U)
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(C) Outputs from the ambiguity resolution algorithm have been spatially smoothed
in order to eliminate some of the irregular structure caused by the highly nonstatlonary chart
acter of the beam noise measurements. With one exception, the spatial smoothing (averaglng)
process for all the results given in Figs. 6 and 7 used uniform weighting across an 1 I-deg
azimuthal sector. The exception Is the use of a 3.deg azimuthal sector for the I l-Hz data
in Fig. 6. Directional noise levels are plotted in terms of absolute sound pressure spectrum
levels, relative to 1 1Pa, in a 1 -deg azimuthal sector, For comparable measurement intervals,
an ideal unambiguous beam (ie., beamwidth a I deg and infinitely suppressed .side lobes)
would have a median noise level equal to the value plotted for the corresponding bearing
angle, For'wider beams, ambiguous beam pairs, or any other horizontalbeam pittern, the
estimated noise level is obtained by convolving the noise directionality plý. withe'the beam
pattern of interest. For convenience, the main lobe response Is usually separated ,from the
sidelobe structure,

(S) Contaminated beam noise meamuremeints were eliminated from the data prior to
the ambiguity resolution processing sequence. HF array measurements acquired on beams
that were within 40 deg of forward end fire were not used due to radiated noise from M/V
SEISMIC EXPLORER, the tow ship. Contamination of the ambient noise measurements at
"320 Hz was much more extensive than that observed at lower frequengies du. to the beat.
forming problems discussed In Section 3.3. As a result,. only those noise measurements
acquired on HF array beams within 30 dog of broadside were used In the 320-Hz direction-
ality assessment at the 500-m array depth. An assessment of the horizontal diiectionality
at 320 Hz was not attempted for the shallow array depth since there were only nine different
array orientations to begin with, and two-thirds of the azimuthal coverage (beam measure.
ments) were subsequently excluded.

(C) With the exception of 320 Hz, the directional patterns in Figs. 6 and 7 show
ambient noise levels to be higher to the north and northwest of the measurement site than
to the south and southwest, At 9.5, 11 and 12 Hz the differences between noise levels over
broad azimuthal sectors are generally on the order of 6 to 10 dB. At 19, 50 and 100 Hz the
noise in the southern hall'-space is generally 12to 18 dB quieter than tihat in the northern
half-space. At 156 Hz, differences between noise levels for the northern and southern direc.
tions are generally within the 6- to 8-dB range, while at 192 Hz they Lre more likely to be
in the range from 3 to 6 dB. At 320 Hz, the noise levels appear to be about 6 dB greater in
the northeast-southwest directions than in the northwest-southeast derections, With the
exception of the 320-Hz results, the confidence levels for all directionality assessments are
considered to be rather high. Because of the data contamination problems, much lower con-
fidence levels are placed on the 320-Hz results,

(C) The anisotropic character of the persistent ambient noise field is evident for fro-
quencies in the band from 11 to about 100 Hz, Differences between the highest and lowest
noise levels shown in Figs, 6 and 7 are consistently in the range from 15 to 20 dB, Although
the directional noise values having relatively large magnitudes are usually estimated quite
accurately (and thus, tend to have small variances), this is not normally the cnse with the
low-magnitude noise estimates. Special considerations regarding the lowest observed noise
levels are warranted since these levels can be strongly influenced by the measurement array's
side-lobe structure. Thus, the noise levels generally prevailing in the southern half-space
(i.e,, the quietest directions) are not likely to be larger than the magnitudes indicated In
Figs. 6 and 7, but they could be significantly lower (see Section 4.2,4 for additional detail).
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.$S) Tihe 36-Hz direct~inality results presented in Figs. 6 ~Und 7 uppear anomalous
since they are much more uniformi than the diructionaiity asS4sesilnti ait adjacerit frequen..
cles (I 9and.S50 14;Iz)"This apparent anomaly. Is b~iedt to be caused'by-the combined effects
of the spatial smoothing and the MF array's characteristics (i~e., beamnwidths and side-lobe
suppression, levels). The analytical results presented in Section 4.2.4 suggest that the 36-Hz
noiso field could well be just as direvtional-as. the inolis field' at any other frequency below
100 Hz. However, In the frequency range from 100 to 3 20 Hz, the ambient noiso field would
be expected to be miore uniform mince wind effects, which are more uniforml y distributed
thiin ifhipping sources, provide 0 much larger .shareo ot the total ra-diated noise In this fro-
quency regime,

44.2, (ýU) 6rnmpArisri 'with CHURCH ANCHOR-Results

(S) During theCHURCH+ANCfIOR Exercise (September t973), ambient noise meas-
ureeneits were obtainied With the AN/SQR.1 5(XN-I.) TASS array at essenltially the sanie
locution (Site X13 In Vin. 1) anti depth used 2 years litter durin¶g the CHURCH OPAL Exercise.
A comparison of the horizontal direvtidnality characteristics derived from data taken during
the two extercises is presented in Fig. 8. Directionality plots drawn, with solid lines are
CHURCH OPAL results (from Fig. 6) while the plots drawn with dashed lines depict
CHURCH ANCHOR results reported in Ref. 4. Analysis patrumeters and other Information
concerning tile two datu sets are summarized below,

CHURCH ANCH4OR- CU RCflHOPAL ,

Array AN/SQR-I 5(XN-l TASS LAMBDA HF
No. of Hearlings 5 17
Depth 5 500 Il '- 500 Ini

(WIT)

t (C) CHURCH OPAL and, CHURCH ANCHOR noise directionality rusults shown. Ill
Fi.8airee to a rormarkable extent, considering tile variations lin the data acquisition and

processing purunmeters. Differences between the diroetionulity estimates are generally small
Itiehigh-level sectors (i~e., the northerly dtiections) but aire somewhat larger in the low-

!~: -*Nonstutionary properties of the ambient noise field;

-*SpectralI analyiis bundwidths;

suppression lovelh); and
The embiguity resolution methods Utilizd to U1LUIII the directionality patterns.

For example, a direcionality assessment obtained trom data collelcted onl 5 headings within
u I -day periud (CHURCH ANCH OR) would be Influenced more by noise field nonstationari-
ties than one derived from data collected on 17 heaidings within a1 2-woek period (CHURCH

2'9
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OPAL), Also, the MAB ambiguity resolution method is limited in its ability to discriminate
against highlevdl noise sources along ambiguous azimuths and, hence, does not faithfully
reproduce the noise along low-noise-level azimuths. The MAD method, however, does ade-
quately reproduce the noise field in the high-level-noise sectors.

(C) The results shown in Fig. 8 are representative of comparisons between CHURCH
OPAL horizontal directionality results and other CHURCH ANCHOR results given in Ref. 4
for different times and frequencies, The excellent agreement between these noise direction-
ality results supports the hypothesis that a relatively stable, time-averaged and spatially
smoothed noise field exists in the Northeast Pacific Ocean. The noise field is most likely
repeatable on a yearly cycle provided that the surface shipping patterns do not change dras-
tically. Hence, the mean horizontaidirectionality, the mean vertical directionality and omni-
directional levels of the ambient noise in the Northeast Pacific Ocean appear to be predict-
able with a reasonable degree of confidence,

4.2.3 (U) Horizontal Directionality Assessments from Endfire Beam Data

(U) Since the endfire beams of a horizontal line array are unambiguous, noise levelsii measured with those beams can be used directly to determine the ambient noise field's hori-
zontal directionality characteristics, While this approach eliminates the need for ambiguity-
resolution algorithms and associated data processing actions, several operational disadvan-
tages limit the general usefulness of this directionality measurement technique,

(C) Two disadvantages arise from the magnitude of the endfire beam widths since
these range from 5 to 10 times the width of the broadside beams, depending on the relation-
ship of the measurement frequency to the array design frequency, When the measurement
array's bearnwidth is considerably broader than the widths of the high- or low-level-noise
sectors, the array smooths out the spatial variation in the noise field "clipping" the high
levels and "filling-in" the low levels. Consequently, horizontal directionality assessments
obtained from endfire beam data alone will usually result in estimates of the directional
properties that are spatially smoothed to a much larger extent than those obtained using all
the beam noise measurements together with a suitable ambiguity resolution technique. This
is particularly true for measurement frequencies that are less than 50% of the array design
frequency since the endfire beamwidths become quite large at these frequencies. The second
major disadvantage arises from the limited azimuthal coverage of the endfire beams.
Although the endfire beamwidths are usually quite broad relative to the broadside beam-
widths, they are still rather narrow when compared to the 360 deg field-of-view to be Inves-
tigated, Consequently, endfire beam noise data must be accumulated on many different
array headings in order to completely define the horizontal directionality properties at one
combination of site and depth parameters. For example, a 64-element array with uniform
amplitude shading has a theoretical endfire beamwidth of about 1 8 deg at the array design
frequency, Assuming both the forward and aft endfire beams yield valid data, at least 10
separate array headings would be necessary to characterize the ambient noise field at one
depth for the array's design frequency.

(U) Another disadvantage arises from the temporal variability of the ambient noise
field, Since the noise arriving along any given azimuth tends to be highly variable, a long
averaging time (on the order of several hours) must be used to achieve a reasonable degree
of confidence in the measured median beam noise level for that particular look direction,
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The sample length can be achieved by one continuous run or by several (shorter) data sam-
pies in the same direction. The important point is that the data collection period on any
given azimuth must be of sufficient duration to yield a reasonable estimate of the median
noise level in that particular direction.

(U) The last disadvantage, but by no means the least important, is the potential for
data contamination from strong sources of radiated noise in the immediate vicinity of the
measurement array. The tow ship itself often radiates sufficiently high noise levels to render
the forward endfire beam completely useless for data acquisition purposes,

(U) Because of these inherent limitations, the analysis of LAMBDA endfire beam
noise measurements was intended as a check on the reasonableness of the results from the
primary directionality assessment technique and not as a completely independent estimate

1)1. of the horizdntal directionality properties, Directional noise levels were calculated from the
endtfire beam noise measurements by the following equation:

Mean Value of L +
Directional Noise Level E ndfire Beam Noise- 10 log[Beamwidth] (e)
(dB re I Pa2/Hz deg) Time-Series

(dB re I iAPa 2 /Hz)

The result is an estimate of the directional noise level that is assumed to be uniformly dis-
tributed across the width of the main lobe, Ambient noise levels derived in this manner are
plotted as circular arcs, where the angle subtended by each arc corresponds to thle beam-
width of the measurement array at that frequency,

(S) Typical results given in Fig. 9 were derived from the LAMBDA endfire beam
noise measurements accumulated at CHURCH OPAL Site .B with an array depth of 500 m.
Endfire-derived directional noise levels plotted in Fig. 9 are superimposed on the correspond-
ing directionality patterns (from Fig. 6) for four of the analysis frequencies (1 1, 19, 50, and
100 Hz). Noise measurements used in the 50.Hz and I 00.Hz analyses were limited to the
aft endfire beams since the forward endfire beams were contaminated by radiated noise from
the tow ship at frequencies above 50 Hz, However, such contamination was not evident at
frequencies below 36 Hz and, hence, noise measurements from both forward and aft endfire
beams were used in the 1 I-Hz and 19-Hz analyses, Endfire beam noise measurements above
100 Hz were not suitable for this form of analysis due to the beamforming problems dis-
cussed earlier (see Section 3.3),

(U) It is evident from the results shown in Fig. 9 that the noise level received by an
endfire beam can vary as much as 10 to IS dB from one measurement time interval to
another, This is especially true along the low noise azimuths in the southern half-space,
where the noise is generally 10 to IS dB lower than the noise in the northern half-space, and -,
a nearby ship can produce a significant change in the endfire beam level.

(C) Comparisons of the endfire-derived directionality levels with the resolved direc-
tionality results (from Fig, 6) should be made with caution since the averaging times for the
two estimates are completely different (15 min vs. several days). The most appropriate tech-
nique for such a comparison would be to average (on an Intensity basis) the endfire-derived
noise levels in narrow (e.g,, I- to 5-deg) sectors and then compare these averaged values with
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corresponding results from Fig. 6. This was acc,; ipfilied for a number of azimuthal sectors
that contain more than one endfire beam measurement, In nearly all the cases considered,
the directional results from the two different methods ag,-e reasonably well, and differences
between the two results generally were within the range ofivariabillty in the datp., Direction-
ality patterns estimated from the endfire beam results would necessarily be smoother than
those obtained by the iterative technique, but the general shapes of corresponding patterns
would be similar,

4.2.4 (U) Measurement Array Influences

(S) As indicated in Table 2, three of the analysis frequencies chosen for the LAMBDA
MF array are common to the other two LAMBDA arrays (i,e,, I I and 19 Hz are common to
both the LF and MF arrays, while 50 Hz is a common analysis frequency for the MF and HF
arrays), This depree of redundancy was chosen deliberately in order to ascertain the impact
of the measurement array's characteristics (eg., beamwidth and side-lobe suppression levels)
on the resultant directionality assessments.

(S) Horizontal directionality characteristics at 19 and 50 Hz have been calculated
from all LAMBDA array measurements obtained at a depth of 180 m and are presented In
Fig. 10. The dashed curves are Identical to the characteristics presented earlier in Fig, 7 and
result from measurements using the larger of the two beamwidths (MF array at 19 Hzý HF
array at 50 Hz), The solid curves in this figure present the results obtained from the narrower
beam measurements (LF array at 19 Hz; MF array at 50 Hz), The differences are dramatic
and appear to be exactly the opposite of the anticipated relationships, Intuitively, the
narrow-beam results (solid curves) are expected to show the most variation since there would
be less spatial smoothing of shipping noise sources ("peaks") or the low-level-nolse sectors
("valleys"), Furthermore, the array with the narrower beamwldths would be expected to
yield lower ambient noise measurements when it is steered in the quiet directions, The
apparent contradiction between the actual results and the intuitive conclusions can be
resolved by a more thorough examination of the intuitive model and the computation
process, In so doing, some of the subtleties of the Interaction between the measurement
array's characteristics and the deduced noise field properties may become more evident,

(U) To simplify the visualization process, first assume that the measurement device
is capable of producing an unambiguous beam pattern (eg., an endfire beam), Beam noise
measurements to be used in the directionality assessments are time-averages of the beam.
former outputs as the beams are steered to various look angles. However, it is Important to
remember that the measured beamformer output contains contributions from the side lobes
that cannot be separated from the main lobe response, Assuming that the noise power is
uniformly distributed over the main lobe of the unambiguous beam, the directional noise
level can be estimated with the following equation,

Directional Noise ABean Noise Power (main beam + side lobes))
Level (per I-deg * 10 log poweai e + l s
sector) . eamwi th

where: ()denotes the time-averaging operation,
This approach Is precisely the same us that followed in the endflre beam analysis technique
(see Section 4,2.3). As long as the contribution to the beam noise measurement from the
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side lobes is relatively small, the directional noise level resulting from the above formula
produces results that match intuitive reasoning. However, when the side-lobe contribution
becomes a significant fraction of the total measured beam noise, then the underlying assump.
tions are less valid and the estimation technique Is more likely to yield erroneous results.

(U) Beam noise measurements in the quietest directions have been dominated by
side-lobe contributions In many experiments and, thus, provide a practical and interesting
case for further examination. When the beam noise measurement is almost entirely due to
side-lobe contributions, the width of the main lobe has very little impact on the noise power
level actuallymeasured. However, the beamwidth has a significant impact on the estimated
directional noise level for any algorithm comparable to Eq. (2). If the measured beam noise
Is assumed constant for this side-lobe-dominated case, a decrease in main lobe beamwldth
will cause an increase in the estimated directional noise level.

(U) Although the foregoing discussion has been based on the interpretation of unam-
biguous beam noise measurements, much the same approach is used in the processing ofi. ~ambiguous beam noise data sets for horizontal dimectionality assessments, The Wagstaff !

Iterative Technique (see Ref. 6) attempts to account for side-lobe contributions as each
beam noise measurement is processed (deconvolved), but there is a finite limit in its ability
to allocate the noise power to the various parts of the beam pattern, Although ambiguous
beam measurements complicate the data processing procedures, side~lobe-dominated beam
noise measurements almost always produce the same type of error in the estimated direc-
tional noise levels as that produced by the simple model discussed above (I~e,, the estimated
directional noise levels In the quietest directions are larger than they should be).

(S) This line of reasoning provides a framework to examine the divergence between
the 19-Hz dhiectionality results shown in Fig. 10. At 19 Hz, MF array beamwidths are
approximately three times the magnitude of corresponding LF array beamwidths. For exam-
pie, broadside beamwidths are about 8 and 2.5 deg for the MF and LF arrays, respectively,
Assuming that the 19-Hz beam noise measurements arc Indeed side-lobe-dominated for most
of the southern half-space, then the narrow-beam (LF array) assessment will result in direc-
tional noise levels that are about 5 dB (10 log 8 - 10 log 2.5) greater than the equivalent
restdts from the wide-beam (MF array) assessment. Thus, beatiwidth considerations alone
could account for about half of the divergence between the two estimates of the directional
noise levels. In large measure, the remainder of the divergence is attributed to variations In
side-lobe suppression levels actually achieved by the two arrays, Thus, the minima in the
directionality patterns suggest that the MF array's side lobes (at 19 Hz) were suppressed by
about 5 dB more than those of the LF array at the same frequency, This type of behavior is *

not uncommon In amplitude-shaded linear arrays. As the measurement frequency decreases
from the design frequency, the beamwidth increases, but the side lobes are suppressed some-
what better. Furthermore, the LF array is three times as long as the MF array (7900 ft vs,
2650 ft) and, thus, Is much more difficult to maintain in an optimum shape, Both of these
considerations lend credence to the suggestion that the LF array's side lobes (at 19 Hz) are
not suppressed as well as those of the MF array at the same frequency,

(S) The minimum values in any highly variable noise directionality pattern can be
tested for reasonableness if the major parameters of the measurement array are known and
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the omnidirectional noise level is available for a comparable time interval. Neglecting the
main lobe's contribution, side-lobe-dominated beam noise measurements can be expressed
as Lo -Sal

S~where:

Lo - Median value of omnidirectional noise measurements over the time period of
Interest (in dB)

Ss, n Minimum suppression level of the measurement array's side-lobe structure dur-
ing the time period of interest (in dB),

The minimum directional noise level possible under these circumstances can be approxi-

mated by the simple noise estimation algorithm given in Eq. (1) and, therefore:

LDN(minlmum) Lo - Ssl - 10 log (Beamwldth) (3)

Realistic side-lobe suppression levels for any one of the 64-element LAMBDA arrays appear
to range from about 24 to 30 dB when Hann spatial shading is used, However, the side-lobe
suppression value can change significantly over relatively short time periods due to array cur-
vature and vertical displacements.

(S) At 19 Hz, the comparable omnidirectional noise level is 82.4 dB re I Pa 2 for
the LAMBDA MF array measurements at a depth of 180 m (see Section 4.3), Thus, the
minimum directional noise levels attainable from the MF array data would be expected to
fall within the 43- to 49-dB range, while the minimum directional noise levels achievable
from the LF array data would be anticipated to be in the 48- to 54-dB range. The fact that
these calculated levels are In very close agreement with the 1 9-Hz directionality pattern
minima (in Fig, 10) confirms the hypothesis that the 19-Hz beam noise measurements are
side-lobe-dominated in much of the southern half-space, Thus, the conclusion that the min-
ima In the 19-Hz ambient noise field's directionality pattern are at least as low as the levels
shown in Fig, 10 (dashed curve) but could possibly be even lower, Comparison of the calcu.
lated minima with the plotted results suggests side-lobe suppression levels of almost 30 dB
for the MF array but probably no more than 25 dB for the LF array. Consequently, side-
lobe suppression levels on the order of 35-40 dB would be required to determine if the actual
ambient noise levels are significantly less than those plotted,

(S) Interpretation of the 50-Hz directionality results presented in Fig, 10 is more
difficult. The divergence between the two directionality patterns along the azimuths of
maximum noise is particularly difficult to reconcile and suggests that at least ono set of
measurements may not be adequate for horizontal directionality analysis purposes, As with
the 19.Hz data, the wide-beam (HF array) directionality assessment spans a much larger
range of magnitudes (41 dB to 62 dB) than the narrow-beam (MF array) results (44 dB to
57 dB), Beamwidth differences are clearly evident since the HP results are spatially
smoothed to a much larger extent than the MF results. Indeed, HF beams are up to six
times the width of comparable MF beams. For example, broadside beamwidths are about
2,6 and 16 deg for the MF and HF arrays, respectively. At 50 Hz the comparable omnidirec-
tional level is 80 dB, On the basis of thle same representative side-lobe suppression levels
(24 dB to 30 dB), the expected minimum directional levels for the HF data are in the 38-dB
to 44-dB range, Expected minimum levels for the MF data would be in the 46-dB to 52-dB
range, These values compare favorably with the minimum levels shown in Fig, 10 for each
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particular directionality pattern taken individually, but tile observed minima are not con-
sistent as a function of azimuth, Statistical analysis of the beam noise time-series would nor-1< mally be accomplished to resolve these types of difficulties, but the time-series data were not

L,.' available for post-exercise analysis, Based on the directionality patterns shown in Figs, 6
and 7, the HF array results are the more plausible of the two and are believed to be a reason-
able representation of the ambient noise field.

(S) The analysis procedures described above for the 19.Hz data were also used to
Investigate the 36-Hz directionality results since these patterns were unusually isotropic rela-
tive to the results at the adjacent analysis frequencies of 19 and 50 Hz (see Section 4,2.1).
Minimum directional noise levels were computed for the side-lobe-dominated case using the
MF array's broadside beamwidth of 4 deg and side-lobe suppression levels of 24-30 dB.
Side-lobe-dominated minima are compared below with the actual minima depicted In Figs,
6 and 7:

Side-Lobe-.
Array Omnidirectional Dominated Actual
Depth Levels Minima Minima

(.M) (dB re I mPa 2/Hz) (dB per I deg) (dB per I deg)
Soo50 80,4 44-50 48-50

S180 78.5 42-48 44-46

The favorable agreement between the predicted minima and the actual minima suggests that
the 36-Hz ambient noise field in the SE to SW quadrant could be significantly quieter than
the levels shown In Figs, 6 and 7. Considering these results and the highly directional proper-
ties of the ambient noise field at adjacent frequencies, it appears that the MF array was not
the most appropriate measurement device for the particular 36-Hz noise field encountered
at CHURCH OPAL Site XB, A measurement array with broader beamwidths or more highly
suppressed side lobes might have produced 36-Hz directionality patterns that were similar to
these obtained at 19 Hz and 50 Hz,

PZ 4,2.3 (U) Computation Algorithm and Error Sources

(U) The Wagstaff Iterative Technique (WIT) was used to estimate the horizontal
directionality of the ambient noise field from sets of ambiguous beam noise measurements
obtained during CHURCH OPAL (see Ref. 6 f'or a complete description of the process), As
the name Implies, the mathematical technique Is an iterative one that uses known properties
of the measurement array (i.e., the array's beam patterns) together with the beam noise
measurements to resolve ambiguities In the beum noise data and calculate the directional
noise field its a function of true bearing angle, Unlike most previous ambiguity resolution
techniques, WIT Is not predicated on the assumption that the side-lobe contributions to the
beam noise measurements are negligible, Rather, the technique allocates the noise power
between the main lobe and the side lobes but Is limited in its ability to uonsidetr the side• lobes in detail,

A, (U) The process begins with an initial estimate of the noise field's directionality pat-
tern, lacking a priori information concerning the noise field, the initial estimate may be an
Isotropic field having some representative omnidirectional level. The initial estimate of the
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noise field is convolved with the array beam patterns (as a function of true bearing) corre-
sponding to the first set of beam noise measurements, The differences between the calcu-

Vl_ lated and measured levels are used to modify the original noise field estimate. The array
beam patterns on the second heading are then convolved with the modified noise field esti-
mate, Differences between the measured and calculated beam noise levels are used to guideIi the further modification of the noise field estimate, This process is continued for all the
beam noise measurements in the data set (and repeated if necessary) until the pooled stand-

•14 ard deviation between the measured beam levels and the calculated beam levels either reaches
a minimum or improves by some arbitrarily chosen small value (about 0.005 d8). As the itera-
tions converge, the array loses its ability to distinguish between the averaged noise field and the
noise field estimate, In the limit, the array cannot distinguish between them. This does not guar.
antee the two are the same, but only that the array cannot differentiate between them, For
a nonstationary noise field, such as the Northeast Pacific, pooled standard deviations typi-
cally range from I to 3 dB when data from 3 to 18 different array headings are used in the
estimation process, The magnitude of the pooled standard deviation provides a crude indica-
tion of the temporal variability in the data, since it has been demonstrated In computer simu-
lations (unpublished results) that pooled standard deviations for stationary noise fields are
generally less than O.S dB.

(U) Accurate measurements of array heading are mandatory for any of the ambiguity
resolution techniques, including WIT. The effects of array heading errors on the ambiguity
resolution process will be azimuthal smoothing of the stationary (or persistent) noise sources
over an angle equal to the magnitudc of the heading error, The lowest levels in the direction-
ality patterns will be most readily affected; they will occur less often, occupy narrower azi-
muthal regions, and be higher in level than they would be otherwise, Regions of high-level
noise will occupy broader azimuthal regions and will have lower magnitudes than would be
estimated from identical data not containing heading errors,

(U) The LAMBDA wet.end configuration used during CHURCH OPAL did not
include a heading sensor, Consequently, other means were necessary to determine the actual
array heading, The VIBROSEIS projector transmitted tonals during most of the CHURCH
OPAL polygon tows and provided a beacon whose bearing (relativw to the urruy's fore-aft
axis) could be determined both accurately and continuously. Geographic locations of the
VIBROSEIS projector and the LAMBDA array were obtained from AMERICAN DELTA li
ond SEISMIC EXPLORER track charts and, In turn, these data were procossed to yield the
true bearing from the array to the projector am a function of time. Unfortunately, the pro-
jector did not perform according to expectations and was detectable only about hair the
time, When the beacon frequency was detectable, the array heading was obtained by corn-
paring the true (reconstructed) bearing to the projector with the measured relative bearing.
At all other times the array heading was assumed to be equal to the ship's heading. Since
ocean current speeds are often the same order ot magnitude as the array tow speeds, the dif-
ferences between ship's heading and arrity heading can be signtifli nt. For these reasons,
ship's heading Is only used as u last resort in directionality assessments,
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.4.3 (U) OMNIDIRECTIONAL NOISE

4.3.1 (U) Summary of CHURCH OPAL Results

(U) Omnidirectional noise levels measured at CHURCH OPAL Site %B are shown in
Fig. 11. The numerical values presented ir. this figure were derived from the horizontal
directionality patterns presented earlier In Figs. 6 and 7. Power levels Indicated in the direc-
tionality patterns were converted from decibels to intensities, integrated over all azimuths

(0 to 360 dog) and then converted back to decibel levels. An equivalent omnidirectional
level calculated in this manner uses all of the information available and, thus, has been effec.
tively averaged over all the longest possible duration in the time domain. Since the averaging
periods in the time domain are identical, omnidirectional levels calculated in this manner can
be compared directly with the directionality assessments, and there is no need to consider -
the effects of different averaging times in such comparisons,

4.3.2 (U) Comparison with CHURCH ANCHOR Results

(C) Representative ambient noise levels obtained during the CHURCH ANCHOR
Exercise (September 1973) have been extracted from Ref, 8 and are presented in Fig, 12,
These data were acquired with acoustic data capsule (ACODAC) hardware at a hydrophone
depth of 4300 m. A I 0-min integration time was used in the ACODAC data recordings,

(C) CHURCH OPAL ambient noise levels obtained 2 years later at approximately
the same geographic location are overplotted in Fig, 12. It should be noted that the
CHURCH OPAL measurement depths (180 and 500 m) are considerably different than the
CHURCH ANCHOR measurement depth (4300 m). At frequencies below 100 Hz, the dif-
ferences between the CHURCH OPAL and the CHURCH ANCHOR results are small enough
to attribute to depth dependence. At and above 100 Hz, the differences are attributed to
the prevailing 30-knot wind during CHURCH ANCHOR versus the 5-knot wind speed encoun-
tered during CHURCH OPAL. These data illustrate that the LAMBDA measurements are
reasonible and suggest that whales may account for the high noise levels observed at 19 Hz.
This particular aspect of the ambient noise spectra will be discussed in more detail in
Section 4.5.

4.4 (U) DEPTH DEPENDENCE

(C) From Fig, I1, It is apparent that the omnidirectional levels at a depth of 500 m
are about I dB greater than corresponding noise levels at a depth of 180 m throughout the
entire frequency range from 19 to 192 Hz. However, whei the individual noise directional-
ity patterns in Figs, 6 and 7 are compared on the basis of depth, some significant differences
are observed, To facilitate the discussion of these differences as a function of azimuth, linesof bearing have been established from the XB measurement site to various locations through-

out the North Pacific Basin (see Fig, 13).

(S) In the frequency range from I I to 100 Hz, noise contributions resulting from
the relatively low wind speeds and sea states prevallint during CHURCH OPAL should be

'I '1 sufficiently low to be unobservable in the LAMBL'_A ,Jat.. With the exception of whale
noise at 19 Hz, noise In the I I- to I 00-Hz regime is attributed to surface shipping which, in
some cases, can be more than 1000 miles away from the measurement site. At 50 and
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100 Liz, for example, the noise levels along westerly azimuths toward Guam are about 6 to
8 d3 greater at depths near the Sofar channel axis (500 m) than corresponding levels at near-
surface depths (I10 m). Shipping concentrations responsible for the high levels observed in
this direction (at Site XB) could be located near or even west of the Emperor Seamount
chain, At 500-m depths, acoustic energy can travel throughout the Northeast Pacific Ocean
by relatively low-loss (continuously refracted) acoustic propagation paths, The most plausi.
ble mechanisms that can couple the surface-generated noise into the Sofar channel are:

- Reflections from seamounts, islands, and uneven bottom topography throughout
the ocean basin.

"- The down-slope conversion process which funnels acoustic energy from noise
sources along the Pacific basin's boundary into the Sofar channel,

-- Shoaling of the Sofar channel axis to the north of the site.

Tile first two mechanisms are discussed more fully In Refs. 5, 6, and 10.

(S) Directional noise levels at 50 and 100 Hz toward San Diego (81 deg) and Panama
(101 deg) are also 2 to 3 dB greater at tile 500-rn depth than at the near-surface depth, Sur-
"face shipping noise generated in the vicin!ty of these coastal areas coupled to tile Sofar chan-
nel by tile down-slop. conversion process could be responsible for the observed differences,

(S) At 36 Hz, tile directional noise levels tn the southern half-space. are 2 to 3 dB
greater at the deeper depth, but this difference may not be significant, Directional noise
levels at 1 9 Hz are more complex. Noise levels throughout the southern half-space are con-
sistently larger at the greater depth. However, along azimuths toward San Francisco and to
the west, the directional levels at the= 500-m depth are severul dB lower titan comparable
values ait tile shallower depth. Surface shipping and whales are jointly responsible for the

noise at this frequency, but tihe distribution of ea,'h type of noise source (as a function of
azimuth) is not known.

(S) The l-Hz and 12-Hz directionality patterns are similar to one another and are
characterized by the large differences in tile directional noise level toward the west. Noise
levels toward Guan near the Sofar axis are on tile order or' 5 dB lower than those observed at
the shallower depth, This behavior Is completely opposite the difference observed at 50 anti
100 Hz, The unusual behavior of the directional noise levels to the west of the measurement
site cannot be explained with the present data base.

(S) At frequencies above 100 Hz much less variation in the directional noise levels is
evident as a function of depth, At 156 Hz the levels in the southern half-space are perhaps
ia few decibels greater at the deeper depth. This difference, however, is not considered par-
ticularly significant. At 192 Hz, the directional noise levels are essentially independent of
depth, Wind noise begins to have a measurable contribution above 150 Hz, but the levels do
not vary appreciably as a function of depth. Heo,;e, no significant differences in the direc.
tionulity patterns would be expected along low-level noise azlmunths, Differences along high-
level noise azimuths are attributed to range-dependent propagation losses from ships within,
perhaps, 400 to 500 nautical miles. Frequency dependent attenuation would severely reduce
the noise from ships at ranges greater than 500 nautical miles,
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4.5 (U) WHALE NOW~

(U) The omnidirectional ambient noise levels illustrated in Fig. 12 suggest that the
large noise levels observed near 19 Hz are of biological orign. Although various species of
whale suchi am grey whales, Eschrichtius glaucus (Ref. 11), blue whales, Balaenoptera rnuscu.
lus (Ref. 12), and fin whales, Bakwonoptera p/iysalus (Ref. 13) produce sound at this fro-
quency and are known to inhabit the Pacific waters, the dominant source of biological noise
at 19 Hz Is probably the fin whale (Ref.. 14, 15, and 1 6). The noise outside the band fromI. about 14 Hz to approximately 25 Hz is attributed to shipping, This being the case, the noise
due to biological sources and the noise due tn st'.ipping shou'ld exhibit different directional
properties if the spatial distributions of the twu types of noise sources are different.

(0) Figure 14 illustrates the relative distribution of fin whales as estimiated from
Japanese catch records (from Ref, 17). The various shaded regions Indicate the concentra-
tions, of fin whales per I O..deg square. Judging from some of the results in Ref. 17, the dig-
tribut ion of fin whales Illustrated In Fig, 14 is applicable to late summer. As fall approaches,
the whale population along the Aleutian Islands and In the Gulf of Alaska decreases, with the
greatest proportional reduction occurring In the Gulf of Alaska. The concentration of fin
wha le s thus shifts fro m the vicinity of An chorage (6 1 N, 15 00 W), wh ich hits at becaring of
about 354 deg from the measurement site toward Adak (52'N, 1 720W), which bears 319 deg

400-
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NOTE: THIS FIGURE WAS REPF40DUCED FROM REFERINCE 17,

Figure 14, (U) Distribution of fin whales from Japanese historical catch records l1)4S-1962, (U)
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from CHURCH OPAL Site XB' Unfortunately, historical shipping distributions such as
Ref, 18 indicate that the shipping density along azimuths toward Alaska and the Aleutian
Islands would also be high and, therefore, somewhat similar to the relative distribution of
the fin whale. For bearings in these directions from CHURCH OPAL Site XB, relatively high
noise levels would be expected in both the frequency regime dominated by whale noise
(19-25 Hz) and the regime dominated by shipping noise (10-19 Hz and 25-100 Hz). The

•-l directionality patterns presented in Figs, 6 and 7 confirm these expectations, Hence, from
"considerations of noise directionality alone, the 19-Hz noise data cannot be attributed to
noise sources other than those responsible for the levels observed at 50 or 100 Hz. Since the
noise In the frequency regime near 19 Hz is due to both shipping and whales, extrapolation
(in time) and interpolation (in frequency) are more complicated than at 50 Hz, for example,
where shipping is the only major source of noise, This also adds another dimension of com-
plexity to noise prediction or modeling efforts for the Northeast Pacific basin, since the Seo-
graphic distribution of fin whales must be considered in any realistic model of ambient noise
for frequencies near 19 Hz,

4.6 (U) AZIMUTHAL ANISOTROPY AND NOISE GAIN IMPROVEMENT

4,6.1 (U) Introduction

(U) The ambient noise field at any particular location in the ocean's water column
is a function of three variables: horizontal arrival angle, vertical arrival angle and time. The
horizontal directionality characteristics presented earlier describe the variability of the mean
ambient noise levels in terms of the horizontal arrival angle only. Consequently, the horizon-
tal directionality patterns given earlier (eg., Figs. 6 and 7) do not provide any insight into
the vertical structure of the ambient noise field or its temporal variability. The structure of
the ambient noise field as a function of vertical arrival angle is usually represented by a verti-
cal directionality pattern, Such patterns can be developed to portray the distribution of the
total energy at the measurement site (i.e., all horizontal arrival angles included) or to depict
the vertical structure of the ambient noise field within some horizontal sector,

(U) The horizontal directionality characteristics plotted in Figs, 6 and 7 indicate the
level of persistent background noise measured in one part of the Northeast Pacific during a
2-week period, Average (mean) beam noise levels for any horizontal array at CHURCH
OPAL Site XB during the same season (i.e,, September) can be predicted by convolving the
array's beam patterns with the resolved directionality characteristics. However, since the
horizontal directionality plots represent long-term averaged data, the estimated beam noise
levels are the mean values over a long time interval, Information regarding the beam-to-beam
variability of the noise field has been lost in the averaging process.

(U) On the other hand, temporal variations of the ambient noise field are most often
described in statistical terms, using the form of the distribution (normal, binomial, etc.) and
Its properties (i.e., moments, probability density functions and/or cumulative distribution
functions) to represent the salient features of the ambient noise field in the time domain.
Statistical techniques can also be used to describe the variability of beam noise leveis, The
term azimuthal anisotropy denotes one particular method of describing the variability in
beam noise levels. Azimuthal anisotropy characteristics describe the beam noise levels result-
ing from the combined effects of spatial and temporal variations in the ambient noise field
at any geographic location and depth, Azimuthal anisotropy characteristics are presented as
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cumulative distributions of expected beam noise levels as a function of beaniwidth. Since
azimuthal anhsotropy. results deal only with ambient noise levels at the beamformer outputs,
they are not sufficient to indicate the array gain which could be obtained at a particular geo-
graphic location and depth, Array gain investigations require that the relationship between F
beam noise levels and the omnidirectional noise level be known. The term noise gain improve-
ment (NGI) identifies one method of presenting the latter relationship in a statistical manner.1*
By definition, the parameter NGI Is closely related to the termi "array noise gain" (ANG)
used throughout the literature. The remainder of this section presents several examples of
azimuthol anisotropy and NGI results, outlines the data processing sequence used for the
computations, and indicates some of the limitations inherent in the results.

4.6.2 (U) Typical Azimuthal Anisotropy Characteristics from CHURCH OPAL
- Beam Noise Measurement&

(S) The form and content of the azimuthal anisotropy analysis results are Illustrated
in Fig. 15. These results were derived from the 5OCHz beam noise measurements accumulated
at CHURCH OPAL Site XB at a depth of 500 m, For azimuthal anisotropy investigations,

MRRMY 2 rREQUENCY - 50.00 HZ
16 SETS OVER 1938 DEGREES

L - 42.0 - 86.0 D8
DEPTH - 1700 F'EETfi

62 SI8070 712

p.4'

0 .0 10.0 d. 0 300 0.0 4 0.0 m 0G.0 a n.a .0 2.0 too0.0
PERCENT OF HZIMUTH BELOW SECTOR-LEVEL. L

Figure IS. (C) Azimuthal anisotropy characteristics from 50.Hz boomn noise
measurements at CHURCH OPAL Site XB and a depth of 500 m. (C)
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the preferred measurements are those obtained with the narrowest beamwidth. Thus, the
data set analyzed for Fig, 15 was obtained with the LAMBDA MF array, therefore, 3-dB
beamwidths during data collection ranged from approximately 3 deg for the broadside beam
to about 6 deg for steering angles of ± 60 deg. It should be emphasized that the beam noise
measurements used in this analysis are the average (mean) values for the 1 5-min data sam.
pling periods. Thus, integration times on the order of 15 min are kssociated with the azi.
muthal anisotropy characteristics presented herein, as opposed to the much longer averaging
period associated with the horizontal directionality-and omnidirectional levels described
earlier,

(C) Since the beam noise mnea'surements were obtained on many headings, the azi-
_I~ ;muthal anisotropy characteristics pt,.sented in Fig, 15 are not biased toward any particular

azimuthal sector or look directim, '•he results in Fig. 15 indicate that a horizontal line array
with an ideal beamwidth of 3 deg would have the following distribution of 50-Hz beam noise
levels as a function of azimuthal orientation.

a) 90% of azimuths 1 68 dB

b) 50% of azimuths 4 62.3 dB

c) 10% of azimuths < 58 dB

However, for any practical array geometry the actual distribution of beam noise levels
would be altered somewhat by the side-lobe contributions. For instance, if the array's side
lobes are only suppressed by 20 dB, then the beam noise levels would generally not be less
than approximately 61 dB (assuming the omnidirectional level is about 81 dB as reported
In Section 4.3).

(C) Azimuthal anisotropy characteristics are useful for performance prediction or
system design purposes, When used for system design investigations, the azimuthal anisotropy
characteristics indicate the minimum beamwidth and, hence, the length of the array necessary
to attain any particular noise level at the beamformer output, For example, a horizontal line
array having a 50-Hz beamwidth of 1 deg would he expected to have beam noise levels (15.
min average) of less than 56 dB for approximately 35% of all azimuths, Extrapolation of the
data to narrower beamwidths assumes that the coherence remains constant as the aperture
increases, Since this may not be the case, less confidence should be placed in the results
presented for sector widths which are significantly less than the measurement array's beam-
widths, Azimuthal anisotropy characteristics of the ambient noise field for frequencies of
11,19, 50 and 100 Hz and depths of 180 and 500 m at CHURCH OPAL Site XB are presented
in Appendix C.

4.6,3 (U) Noise Gain Improvement

(U) Azimuthal anisotropy characteristics present the statistical distribution of beam
levels as a function of the ideal beamwidth, However, additional Information can be extracted
from the data. The parameter Noise Gain Imnprovemnent (NGI) indicates the relationship be-
tween beam noise levels and the omnidirectional noise level. Mathematically, NGI Is defined
as:

NGI - [L(omni) - L(beam)] + 20 logWa (4)
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where:

L(omni) * omnidirectional noise level, in dB

L(beam) r ideal beam noise level, in dB
SWu m sum of uniform spatial shading (weighting) coefficients

Wa " sum of actual spatial shading (weighting) coefficients, max
Wa N max Wu

A Hann weighting function was used to spatially shade the LAMBDA arrays (Wu/Wa * 0.5)
and, consequently, the definition of NGI reduces to:

V NGI *, [L(omni) - L(beaim)] - 6 dB[ The omnidirectional noise level ( S-min average) for each leg of the noise polygon was cal-
culated using Eq. (5) below:

- "64 im64owl
VL(omni)- 10lOg 1O 1o[Lj/1O]-10log10 1o0 l-1 (5)

where:

"LI noise level for the ith beam, in dB; and

BW1 a beamwidth (-3 dB) of the ith beam

(S) NGI results derived from the 50-Hz beam noise measurements acquired with the
LAMBDA MF array are presented in Fig. 16. Since the same data set was used to generate
the results presented in Figs, 15 and 16, both sets of characteristics are valid for an arbitrary
azimuths) orientation of the array (iLe,, all angles equally probably), By definition, noise
gain improvement characteristics incorporate the effects of omnidirectional noise levels and

[ are Mort, directly related to system performance, However, cure should be exercised In using

the re*alts presented in Fig. 16 and Appendix C since the measurements used in their prepara-
tion apply to only one time of year (September) and one geographic location (CHURCH
OPAL. Sile %B),

(C) The effects of sidelobe suppression levels must also be considered in order to
apply NGI results to any real array. Since side-lobe suppression levels establish the minimum
beam noise level attainable with any real array, they also establish the maximum NGI attain.
able for the same array, From Eq. (4) it is apparent that the maximum value of NGi equals
the side-lobe suppression level together with a correction term for the amplitude-shading
function employed and, therefore, the NGI curves for real arrays either intersect this upper
limit or approach it asymptotically.

!• 4.6.4 (U) Data Processing Methods and Limitations

(U) Beam noise data acquired during noise polygon maneuvers provide the raw
material for azimuthal anisotropy and noise gain improvement computations. The initial
step in the processing sequence is to associate each average (mean) beam noise level with the
corresponding look direction (iLe., true bearing or azimuthal angle) for that beam. Implicit
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19RRAY 2 rREQUENCY - 50.00 HZ
18 SETS OVER 1$936 DEGREES

HORIZONTML SECTOR WIDTH - .5t.51 10.0 DEGREES

~, _______DEPTH - 1700 rEET

NOISE GMIN IMPROVEMENTINGI) IN OB

Pigure 16. (C) Noise gain improvement characteristics from 50.Hz noise
measurements at CHURCH OPAL Site hu and a depth of 500 m. (C)

in this step is the nued for an accurute estimate of the array heading during ouch leg of tile
polygon and at complete net of beam patterns for the frequencies of interest. Measured beam
noise levels are then organized (sorted) by look direction In order to determine the directions

Ii that generally have the highest or lowest levels and to depict the distribution of beam meas.
urements as a function of azimuth,

(U) The next step Is an attempt to remove the spatial smoothing effects of the array
without resolving the left-right ambiguities in the data caused by the symmetrical beam put-
tern. This step Is accomplished by deconvolving the array's beam patterns with each set of
beam noise measurements ucquired during every leg of the noise polygon, The deconvolution
algorithm is the some as that employed during the horizontal directionality computations
(see Section 4.2 of Ref. 6) but, In this case, It is applied to th , beom noise measurements ob-
tamned on each leg of the polygon. The computation yields a.o estimate of thle ambiguous
noise field for each leg of the noise polygon and, thus, the dlmuthal variation in thle meas-
ured data Is retained,
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(U) Beam patterns for an ideal horizontal line array (i.e,, uniform response across
the main lobe and infinitely suppressed side lobes) are then convolved with the estimated

W- noise field for each leg of the polygon, However, the ideal beam patterns are seldom con-
volved over the entire range of possible azimuthal angles, Instead, the convolution. process
is usually restricted to some range of angles about the broadside beam (typically, 90 1 60
deg) that corresponds to a reasonable range of beamwidths. The convolution process yields
ideal beam noise levels for each leg of the noise polygon, as functions of azimuth and sector
width (or ideal beamwidth), that are accumulated and plotted as a cumulative distribution
function, By eliminating the influence of the endfire beam measurements, the number of
dependent samples in the cumulative distribution function is minimized.

(U) Noise gain improvement (NGI) functions are developed from the results of theo• iazimuthal anisotropy processing sequence (i~e,, the Ideal beam levels) and the omnidirectionalA

noise levels calculated for each leg of the noise polygon, Differences between the beam levels
and the corresponding omnidirectional level are formed, sorted according to the magnitude
of the difference and then accumulated for plotting as a cumulative distribution function,

(U) In the work reported herein, all the valid ideal beam noise levels have been usedr in the azimuthal anisotropy and noise gain improvement computations, With a large number
or array headings the results calculated in this manner are not biased toward any particular
look direction or azimuthal sector, However, azimuthal anisotropy and noise gain improve-
ment characteristics can be generated for any true bearing sector by cumulating only those
ideal beam levels or NGI values that correspond to look directions within the true bearing
sector of interest,

(U) It should be noted that the azimuthal anisotropy and NGI characteristics result.
ing from these computations are only applicable to horizontal line towed arrays. No attempt
was made to remove ambiguities introduced into the data by the inherent left-right ambiguity
in the measuremnnt array's beam patterns, Furthermore, since an iudependent estimate of
the vertical arrival structure Is not available, effects of the conically shaped beams cannot be
removed from the measurements, The measurement array's finite side-lobe structure also
affects azimuthal anisotropy and NGI results - especially at the lowest beam levels, Although
the deconvo)utlon techniqL1e attempts to account for the noise contributions obtained from
the side lobes, this is not entirely possible, Some residual contamination of the lowest mess-
tured beam levels will always be present,

(U) In addition, it should be noted that the convolution process obtains noise levels
in Ideal beamwidths or azimuthal sectors, Side-lobe structures are not included In the con-
volution process since these are characteristics of the measurement array and not properties
of the noise field, Thus, in order to obtain realistic beamt noise or NGI levels for any practical
towed array geometry, side-lobe contributions must be considered. However, for any reason-
ably configiured array the effect is signilicant only at the lower beam noise levels, Also, the
extrapolation of the measured dutu to narrow beamnwidths assumes that the same coherence
would exist across a proportionately larger aperture, This may not be the case. Therefore,
caution should be exercised when using the azimuthal anisotropy or noise gain Improvement
results for beamwidths or sector widths that are substantially narrower than those of the
measurement array, These considerations should not impair the usefullness of the derived
noise field properties, provided that their application Is restricted to horizontal line arrays
and that the limitations are recognized.
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APPENDIX A. LARGE APERTURE MARINE
BASIC DATA ARRAY (LAMBDA) (U)

A.1 (U) OVERVIEW

(C) The Large Aperture Marine Basic Data Array (LAMBDA) System is a towed,
horizontal line array of acoustic sensors together with certain shipboard electronic equip-
ment. LAMBDA was designed specifically for the collection of acoustic data applicable to
undersea surveillance project needs, For descriptive purposes, the LAMBDA system can be
subdivided into three basic equipment groupings:

Wet-end components:
- A faired tow cable;
- Vibration-isolation modules (VIMs) both forward and aft of the acoustic array;

- A compound linear array of hydrophone groups; and
- A drogue of braided nylon rope (optional).

, Deck handling and storage equipment for the array (ie,, the winch, a level wind
assembly, control stations for array deployment/recovery and various items of
loose equipment),

, Shipboard electronics
- Analog signal conditioning equipment;
- Three-Array Processor (TAP); and

- Data Analysis Subsytenm.

LAMBDA was Installed aboard M/V SEISMIC EXPLORER for the duration of the CHURCH
OPAL exercise. The winch and level wind assembly were installed near the stern of the ship
with the signal processing aind data analysis equipment Installed in a nearby compartment,

A.2 (U) LAMBDA WET-END COMPONENTS

A.2.1 (U) Physical Description

(U) Mechanically, the LAMBDA wet end consists of the major items listed below
and assembled in the sequence shown in Figure A-I,

Jt= LqnaJt=.. Outside Diamcle 1n.1
Tow Cable 5000 119

Forward VIM Assembly 2000 2,9
(8 modules)
VL, PDT and RSM Modules (3) 95 3.5
HF Array (4 "C" sections) 505 3.5
RSM (I module) 50 3.5
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it.0 e1. Length (ft) Outside Diameter (in.)

MF and LF Arrays (21 "B" 8000 3,5
sections & 43 "A" sections)
Aft VIM Assembly 1000 2.9
(4 modules)
Drogue As needed

As shown iri Fig. A-I, five depth sensors were also incorporated in the LAMBDA array con-
figuration deployed during CHURCH OPAL. Five Seismic Engineering Company (SECo)
depth sensor modules (each about 5 ft long) were spaced at approximately equal intervals
along the length of the LF array. Heading sensors were not included in the LAMBDA wet
end confliuration dioloyed during the CHURCH OPAL Exercise,

"'/", (C) The active portion of the LAMBDA wet end consists of 68 acoustic senpor :

modules (4 "C" sections, 21 "B" sections and 43 "A" sections), Each acoustic sensor
mnodule is a sealed unit, approximately 125 ft in length, that Is filled with a liquid hydro-
carvon for buoyancy control and electrical insulatio• purposes, Long, continuous sections
of seamless tubing are joined together to form the outer surface ot'the module. Polyvinyl-
chloride (PVC) tubing is used throughout the MF and LF arrays ("A" and "B" sections) but
the HF modules s"" sections) use a polyurethane material for the module's outer skin. A
pressure bulkhead seals each end of the module and prevents leakage of the fill fluid. Spacers
(cylindrical disks) are distributed along the entire length of the module in order to maintain a
uniform cylindrical shape and thereby reduce flow noise, Three wire rope strength members
run longitudinally through each module and provide the capability to withstand relatively
large tensile loads, Consequently, the longitudinal stresses encountered in normal operations
result in virtually no deformation of the array in the fore/aft direction. For the most part,
the interior of the module is filled with wire harnesses, which also run longitudinally through
the module paralleling the strength members,

(U) Vibration-isolation modules (VIMs) attenuate vibratory motion In the direction
of the array's longitudinal axis that can result from tow ship motions, cable strum effects, or
tall drogue motion, Each VIM module is 250 ft in overall length and is constructed in much

"the same manner as the acoustic sensor modules. However, three nylon ropes art used as the
strength members in the VIMs instead of the wire ropes used elsewhere, Thus, the VIMs are
somewhat elastic and can decouple longitudinal vibrations and shocks from the active par-S ,i, tion of the array,

(C) An electromechanical tow cable provides the mechanical and electrical linkages
between M/V SEISMIC EXPLORER and the acoustic arrays, The LAMBDA tow cable con-
tains 84 twisted pairs of conductors which surround a coaxial cable, The electrical cable Is
surrounded with a thick layer of insulation. In turn, strength members surround the electri-
cal cable and are double wrapped, in a torque-balancing arrangement, The tow cable "fairing"
consists of fabric-rein forced neoprene rubber flags which are attached along nearly all of the
tow cable's length in order to suppress cable strum vibrations.
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A.2.2 (U) Electroacoustic Characteristics

(3) The LAMBDA wet anti contafins three distinct arrayO of hydrdphb nei (i.e. the
HF, MIF and LF WlAYS) arranged in the manner shown in Fig, A-1 The HF arrayis corn
pletely separate from 1he LF and MF aras oeete1te w k~uae"nested",
and, this, share crtain common hydrophone groups. Physical and electricalchrtriic
df the three array. are sumnmarized bai Table A-i an4 can ',be u,4d to gain further ujnderstand-
Ing of the modular construction arrai~gement Outlined above. .,E~h of .21, "S" sections used
-ii the LF and MIT array, configuration contafils three hydrophono Boups pe fos~l. ah

"A2siction used in the.LAMBDA arrayý conatns one hydrophogne group whs cbfttet~-is
located 41.67 ft Aft of the nioduler contnectlion poin t. Thu~ thi F ar~ycnit fal6

k\~hydro6hbO roups in the 21,1"B" modillia Old the hydtiophwie group in-thef~rsttx1,A"
modulo 4 The LF array consists. of- the IfIrst'hi rophý oneirou -whi e l"l ~i~ the ,~

hydrophone groups In all 41, "A" sectionsi-'

CC) The LAMBDA wet end containa the same type of elactrpnici eniploy6d'hy the,<
manufacturer (Seismic Engineering Comipany) in Its commercial -towed arrays intended for'
geophysical survey appli~catlonsý ýA preamplifier is. incorpordted in the array adjacent to each
hydrophone group, with the output from e'ach hydropoone group transformer coupled to
the prean½pllfier's inp'ult terminals. The amplified, but still 16w-levil, analog silrial Ik~ho*
transmitted to the tow ship on an Individual twisted pair of conductors. However, due to
thes armied pubrovided ecticahelAMD e~ con figuratio in tetocbe n ordert connecmt th MB6 A
grray can be monitored ab~oard ship ut anyg8iven time, Two Relay SW~tchinC-AModules

acoustic date channiels In the tow cable to the desired. 64-element array. Array selection is
controlled manually by the operator aboard ship. !

(S) Specific electroacoustic characteristics of the LAMBDA hydrophone groups are

as follows:

Hydrophone oroup sensitivity;
MF and LF arruys -185 dBV- re I iAVa
HF array -187 dBV re I gPu

Frequency response: Flat to I kHz
Hydrophone group cnpacitance:

MF and LF arrays 8.8 JAF
HF array 2.2 u F

Hydrophone group sensitivity
variation with depth ch~anges: 0.5 dB per 1090 ft
Hydrophone crush depth: 6000 ft, -

A.3 (U) SHIPBOARD ELECTRONICS

A.3.I (U) Introduction

(C) Signel conditioning, recordin~g, and data processing equipment installed aboard

M/V SEISMIC EXPLORER for the CHURCH OPAL exercise are shown in Figs. A-2 and A-.3
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TableA4&. (S)'LA MBDA array characteristics. (U)

LF Affay MF Array HF Array

Hy~drophon~a ye (MultidyneTM MD43 MD.3 MD.3
No. of Hydroph o noe" pei Group 20 20 4

Hyop~neSp-ing (Sie Not,. 2). 1.095 ft 1.095 ft 0.24 ft
(0.334 m) (0.334 m) (0.378 MY

No. of Hydrophone Groups 64 64 64
TQ*hfTP 64,( 3) (3 a.1.0m) (12,70 m) (2.26,m).
Hkdrophdhi Group letlgth, 2018 ft 20.8 ft 41.71 ft

(6.34 m) (6.34 m) (1.13 m)
Acoustic, Ao~rture (See Note 5) 7896 ft 2645 ft 470 ft

(2407 m) ý806 m) (143 m)
~ I Frequency Response (14y'druphone & *

~ I Preamplifier
4.5 dBl 4.100 Hz 4.100 Hzs S2.320 Hz
-3.0 dB 2.500 Hz 4-500 Hz 40-350 Hz

Operating Depth I0 ft tr' 4000 ft

Survival Depth 6000 ftA(1829 m)
Preamplifter Gain 28 dB
Preamplifier Output Impedance 100 ohms

Streahieý O.D. 335 in,

Forward VIM~ength 4 OZ..200f&29in
(610m& 7,37 6m)

Aft VIM Length & O.D.100t2.in
(305 m & 7.37 cm)

Tow Cable Length & OD. 5000 ft & 1.9 in.

"1Yotes:
1) Array dimensions and other characterhistis were obtained from the Seisinic Engineering

Compaiiy documents entitled "Instructions Manual LAMBDA Vill Array" and "High

Frequency Array, LAMBDA Vill Array" (both undated).
2) Actual hydrophone Srrup lengths and spacings in the MIT array vary somewhat. Average

spacing given here whis.calculatod from the nominal hydrophone group length,
3) Average hydrophone group center-to-center spacing given for MP array varies some.

what-, consult the SECo drawings for more detail,
4) HF Array construction Is unique, Module length w 17? x (hydrophone group contwr-to.

center spacing). A hydrophone grouphi not included at the module coupling location~
hence, each coupling location is a "dead phone". Physically, the HF array ts 67 filemerts
longWith I "dead phones".

5) Acoustic aperture calculated by the following:
Acoustic aperture u63 (hydropho'ie group center-to-center spacing) +

I (hydrophone group length),
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The remainder of this section presents brief descriptions of the three equipment groupings
used for the acquisition and analysis of ambient noise data.

- Analog signal conditioning equipment (see Fig, A-2)

- Three-Array Processor (see Fig. A-3)
- Data Analysis Subsystem

A,3,2 (U) Analog Signal Conditioning Equipment

(C) As stated, 64 low-level analog outputs from the selected array are transmitted on
separate conductor pairs to the tow ship, Upon receipt aboard ship, the input signal from
each LF or MFthydrophone group is applied to an RC circuit which is used to adJust the
phase of the data channel, Since the transmission line lengths for the MF and LF arrays vary
by a substantial amount, equalization of the phase shift in all 64 signal ahannelu is mandatory
for proper beamforming. Equalization of the gain in each channel is also accomplished at

-r this point through the use of resistive divider networks,

(S) Each signal channel is then routed to a signal conditioning unit, (SCU) which
contains a variable-gain amplifier and both high-pass and low-pass filters, Specifications for
the Date Control Systems (DCS) SCU-3G units are presented below:

High-pass filter: 3-pole Butterworth, -3 dB point at 4.5 Hz

Low-pass filter: 6-pole Bessel, -3 dB point at 1000 Hz
Gain: 0 to 90 dB in 6 dB increments

Outputs from the SCU-3G units are then routed to anti-allasing filters and prewhitening cir-
cults (HF array only) prior to beamforming. In addition, the SCU outputs are also available
for monitoring, spectral analysis and recording operations with the Data Analysis Subsystem,

(S) Gain conditioning modules (GCMs) provide antiallasing filters for the LF and
MF acoustic data channels, Specifications for the Data Control Systems GCM-I units are
as follows:

LF array low-pass filter: 9-pole elliptic, -3 dB point at 26.5 Hz
MF array low-pass filter: 9-pole elliptic, -3 dB point at 53 Hz
Gain: 0 to 90 dB in 6-dB increments

(S) Anti-aliasing filters and prewhitening circuits for the HF acoustic data channels
are provided by the Burr Brown filters (BBFs), Specifications for the active filters and pre.
whitening units (Burr Brown model ATF76-LSMB-3200/16) are listed below:

HF array prewhitening: 2-pole Butterworth,

4if +3 dB point at 56 Hz
HF array low-pass filter: 8-pole Butterworth,

-3 dB point at 320 Hz
Gain: 0 to 40 dB

.. , , .... ... .... r , , = . .
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A.3,3 (U) Three-Array Procesmor

(C) Although originally intended as a backup system, the TAP was the primary
equipment used for beamforming and spectral analysis operations during the CHURCH
OPAL Exercise. Since the capabilities of the TAP are somewhat limited, the quantity of
data that could be acquired was correspondingly less than originally planned. TAP charac-
teristics affecting the ambient noise analyses are listed below:

Spectral Analysis

- Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) algorithm limited power spectra calculations
to one analysis frequency and bandwidth at any liven time;

- Transform length varied as a function of the array used (sampling rate) and
spectral analysis bandwidth;

- Hann window used to amplitude weight FFT inputs,
Note: Rectangular and WAG windows were also selectable by the operator
but were not used for the work reported herein (see Ref. 21);

- Maximum of 8 analysis frequencies allowed per run (see Table 2 for spectral
analysis frequencies and bandwidths actually used).

Beamforming
- Full azimuthal coverage using 64 beams, spaced in equal increments of sin

K 5 (see Fig. 3);
- Hann window used for amplitude weighting (spatial shading) across the acoustic

aperture,
Note: Spatial shading coefficients were hand-entered by the operator into
specific storage locations (tables) provided within the TAP software (three
shading tables were available per array).

* Averaging

(U) For ambient noise analyses, the most severe drawback of the TAP is the in-
ability to obtain simultaneous power level measurements at several analysis frequencies,
Since the DFT algorithm provided Fourier coefficients for only one analysis frequency
and bandwidth at any given time, beam noise levels could only be measured sequentially,
one analysis frequency at a time. The results shown in the body of the report (see Fig. 2)
illustrate the TAP measurement and analysis cycle, The averaged beam power levels of
samples used in this average is selected by the operator and is listed in the legend above the
plot (eg., SAMPLE SIZE/FREQ s 12 in Fig, 2). As the information presented in Fig. 2
Implies, the TAP made three complete cycles througlh the set of five MF array analysis

frequencies during this particular run, The most recent data plotted are available within
the computer and can be listed in the manner shown In Fig, 3, In addition, cumulative
results from all the measurements, indexed according to frequency and steering angle, are

available in a master accumulator table, The master accumulator table is output in almost
the identical format as Fig. 3 only the title and number of updates are different. The aver.
age (mean) beam power levels contained in the master accumulator table were taken as

1,,- 4representative values for each (I 5-mmn) CHURCH OPAL ambient noise measurement in ýerval.
It is these values that wero used in subsequent processing actions for horizontal directionality
and azimuthal anisotropy assessments,
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(U) The TAP hardware suite consisted of the following units interconnected in the
manner shown in Fig, A-3, I

- Multiplexed analog to digital converter (Analogic)

- SUPERNOVA computer (Data General Corporation)
- Hardwired multiplier unit for amplitude shading product calculations i

"- CRT terminal and hard copy unit (Tektronix)
Assorted peripherals (e,g,, tape recorders, teletypewriter, tape reader andS!i tape punch),

S..... A.3.4 (U) Data Analysis Subsystem

(U) The ILAMBDA Data Analysis Subsystem consisted of an HP 21 OOA minicomputer,
Sthe computer peripherals listed below as well as various other equipment items.

- HP 7900A moving-head disc memory

- HP 7970B (9-track, digital) magnetic tape recorder/reproducer

- Tektronix 4010 computer terminal
Tektronix 4610 Hard Copy Unit

- COMPLOT plotter
- Line printer (132-column)
- Teletypowriter
-Paper tape reader
- Paper tape punch

As the name implies, the Data Analysis Subsystem Is intended for timely analysig of acoustic
and non-acoustic data collected during at-sea operations, Its primary use in su,•port of theI f2
CHURCH OPAL ambient noise objectives was to execute ambiguity resolution algorithms,
In this manner, an Initial assessment of the ambient noise field's horizontal directionality
properties could be obtained shortly ufter the measurementb were collected,

SI
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APPENDIX B. ENVIRONMENTAL DATA (U)

(U) The prevailing environmental conditions during the CHUIRCH OPAL Exercise
were very nearly the same as the predicted conditions for the Northeast Pacific operatingI: area during the late summer or early fall. The figures presented in this appendix were ex.
tracted from Ref, 20 and are intended as a summary description only. For a more complete
description, the interested reader should consult Refs, 3 and 20,

I!
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APPENDIX C. AZIMUTHAL ANISOTROPY AND
NOISE GAIN IMPROVEMENT (U)

(C) Azimuthal variations of 11, 19, 50 and 100 Hz ambient noise levels for various
beam or sector widths are presented In this appendix, The ambient noise analysis results
presented herein complement and extend the azimuthal anisotropy results presented in the
body of the report (see Section 4,6), Data analysis procedures and the methods used for
presentation of results are the same as described in the body of the report and will not be
repeated here, However, it Is important to emphasize that:

*, a. Azimuthal anisotropy and noise gain improvement results presented in this
appendix were computed from all noise polygon measurements,., Thus, the input data have
not been limited to any particular true bearing sector or azimuthlal orientation (ie., such as."

north/south or east/west orientations).
i, t b. Left-right ambiguities In the data have not been removed and, consequently, the

results are applicable only for horizontal arrays with similar ambiguities in the beam patterns,
c. The data processing algorithms used for this analysis attempted to remove spatial

smoothing effects produced by the measurement array and also attempted to eliminate con-
tributions from the side lobes. However, greater uncertainties in the results should be ex-
pected for the lowest beam noise levels since these levels are subject to the largest measure-
ment and data processing errors. For example, the lowest beam levels measured by the
LAMBDAL arrays are undoubtedly contaminated to some extent by the individual array's side.
lobe structure (see Appendix A) and, thus, are probably not the lowest levels which would bi
measured by a "perfect" array.

Nonetheless, the results provide an adequate description of the noise field for those surveil-
lance system performance investigations which focus on beamwidth considerations.

(C) Azimuthal anisotropy of the beam noise levels (in one frequency band) at a
particular site is presented in the form of a cumulative distribution function, The ordinate
of the plot is the horizontal aperture of the main lobe (i.e,, sebtor width or beamwldth. To
be exact, the sector width shown is the width of an ideal beam pattern for a horizontal line
array (i,e,, a cone-shaped beam pattern with a uniform response across the main lobe and
complete suppression of all side lobes), The abscissa yields the relative number of azimuthal
orientations (in percent) for which the beam output would be less than the noise level cor.
responding to the plotted curve. Using Figure C-I as un example, a horizontal line array with
an ideal beamwIdth of 4 dog (at II Hz) would measure beam noise levels of less than 64,3 dB
on 50% of all possible beam orientations when towed at Site %B at a depth of approximately
180 m.

(C) Noise gain improvement (NGI) results are also presented in terms of a cumulative
distribution function with the Ideal sector width (or beumwidth) used as a parameter. It
should be emphusized that nolse guain improvement results indicate the statistical relationship
between beam noise levels and omnidirectional nuise levels. Since the input data have not
been screened or selected on the basis of array heuding values, the results combine the effects
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of spatial variations in thn ambient noise field together with temporal variations in the am-I. bient noise field. At I I Hz, fur example, the NGI will be less than 20 dB for 50% of the
possible samples If

- A 4.5-deg sector width is employed at a depth of 180 m (from Fig. C-2)

- A 3.2-deg sector width is employed at a depth of 500 rn (from Fig. C-4).

I•i•
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ARRMY 1 FREQUENCY - 11400 HZ
9 SETS OVER 1059 DEGREES
L - 48.0-88.0DB0I ' ADEPTH -500 P'EET

Il

o.0 10.0 20.o 36.0 40.0 .93.0 860.0 70.0 60.0 60.0 100.0
PERCENT OF AZIMUTH BELOW SECTOR-LEVEL L

Figure C.1. (C) Azimuthal anilsotropy characteristics for I 1ltiz
ambient noise measurements at a depth of 180 m. (U)
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Ai,

ARRAY I FREQUENCY - 11.00 HZ
9 SETS OVER 102 DEGREES

HORIZONTAL SECTOR WIDTH -5(,5 10.0 -DEGREES
DEPTH - 500 FEET

II----- ..

o16, 5.00
NOISE •AIN IMPROVEMENT(N9I) IN 0B

Figure C.2. (C) Noise gain improvement characteristics for I I-.iz
ambient noise measurements at a depth of I Mn m. (U)
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iMAY I FRQUENCT 11.00 HZ
19 SETS OVER 2299 DEGRELS

HORIZONTAL SECTOR WIDTH - D5.U. EGREE5
DEPTH -1700 FEET

0.0 5.0 1060 15.0 20. c 2b. 0 %U10
NOISE GAIN ItIPROVEMENTINGI) IN M3

Figure C4, (C) Noise gain improvement characteristics for I I -Hz
ambient noise measurements at a depth of 500 m, (u)
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ARRRY I. FREQUENCY 18.00 HZI'11 SETS OVER 1331 DEGREES
1. 48.0 - 88.0 DB
DEPTH -500 FEET

ca

ca

C- ---------

.0 10.0 20.0 W00 .0 j 6,0 60 60.0 70.0 M0. 90.0 W.

P RENT OF AZIMUTH BELOW EO-LVLL

Figure C.5. (C) Azimuthal anisotropy characteristics for 19-Hz

ambient noise measurements at a depth of 180 m. (U)
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1

ARRAY I. FREQUENCY - 19.00 HZ
11 SETS OVER 1311 DEGREES

HORIZONTAL SECTOR WIDTH - 5(.5110.0 DEGREES
DEPTH 500 FEET

0

-~ IA

9

9

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.02501.
NOISE GAIN IMPROVEMENTMNI) IN DD

Figure C-6, (C) Noise gain Improvement characteristics for I9.Hz
ambient noise measurements at it depth of 180) m. (U)
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C ARRAY I FRQUENCY 18.00 H

70 74 7

0.0 10.0 20.0 30, 0 40.0 56.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 100,(

PERCENT OF' AZIMUTH BELOW SECTOR-LEVEL, .

Figure C.7. (C) Azimuthal anis.otropy characteristics for 19.Hz

ambient noise measurements at ai depth of 500 m. (U)
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MRRMY I FREOUE.Z:.C - 19.00 HZ
19 SETS OVER 2299 DEGREES

HORIZONTAL SECTOR WIDTH - .5(.5)10,0 DEGREES
DEPTH " 1700 FEET

ca

10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 ~ .
NOISE GAIN IMPROVEr:ENTN'k0'1) IN OB

Figure C-8, (C) Noise gain improvement characteristics fu/ 19/Hz
ambient noise measurements at a depth of 500 m. (U)
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ARRAY 2 F'REQUENCY - 50.00 HZ
11 SETS OVER 1331 DEGREES

L - 40.0 - 82.0DOB
DEPTH - 500 FEET

60 58 5 7

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 0o.0 50.0 80.0 70.0 00.0 0.0 100.0
PERCENT OF' AZIMUTH BELOW. SECTOR-LEVEL L.

Figure C.9. (C) Azimuthal anisotropy characteristics for 50.Hz
ambient noise measurements at a depth of 180 m, (U)
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ARRMY 2 FREQUENCY - 50.00 HZ1:18 SETS OVER 1938 DEGREES
IVY" U - 42.0 - 86.008B

DEPTH - 1700 FEET

2 81es70 7

II

0-

0.0 10.0 20.0 WO.0 40,0 -W. 0 80.0 70.0 9C.O 90W.0 W00.0
PERCENT OF' f9ZIMUTH 8CLOW SECTOR-LEVEL L

Figure C-I I (C) Azimuthal anisotropy characteristics for 50-HzI ambient noise measurements at a depth of 500 m, (U),
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ARRMY 2 FRE'CUEN01C 50.C,00 HZ

18 SETS OVER 193 DEGREESHORIZONTAL SECTOR WIDTH - 100 OfRE2ES
DEP~TH -1700 FEEFT

17.

ii 0.

NOISE~ GAfIN IMPROVEMEt4T(NGI) IH D13

Figure C-12. (C) Noise gain improvement characteristics for SOdl1z

ambient nuise measurements at a depth or SooGm, (U)
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MRY 3 FRECUEý10Y 100.00O HZ

DEPTH 500 FO EET

54 58 ý58 \82 I

U4

.4

0.0 10.0 MID0 5010 40.3 50.0 ODIC Vo0.0 ODC 0.0 ~. c~
PERCENT OF' MZtIMUT BELOW SECTOR-LEVEL L

VFigure C-1 3. (C) Azimuthal anisotropy characteristics for 1OO.Hz
ambient noise measurements at a depth or 180 m, (U)
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KI•

ARRAY 3 FREQUENC'Y - 100.00 HZ
17 SETS OVER 2057 DEOGR.EESHORIZ.ONTAIL SECTOR WIDITH - .5(.5)10.0 DEOtRM5o .DEPTH 1700 FFET

C..D

X-' __ __

p.

0,0 5,0 10.0 Isl0 20.0 P.0 50.0

NOISE GAIN IMPROVEMENT(N9I1 IN DRF

Figure C-16, (C) Noise gain improvement characteristics for I00-Hz
ambient noise measurements at a depth of 500 m. (U) 4
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